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Abstract

Downtown red.evelopment

in general,

and.

its more specific component,

commercial development, is an issue that has not received much attention
by researchers, especially from the policy formation point of

view.

The

planning and political decision-making process around the formulation of
Downtown redevelopment plans and

their general proposals for stimulating

commercia-l redevelopment, are the concerns of

for

Downtown redevelopment

this study of public policy

in Winnipeg.

This study explores the planning and political decision-making process
surroundíng the Downtoy$ Wingipeg plan and evaluates both ,the above
processrand the plan itself . The conclusions are that: the policy questions
of commercialdevelopment and Downtown redevelopmenthave lacked a proper
framework for the establishment of goals and the formulation of viable

alternative plans for realizing these goals; citizens have been

excluded.

from the planning process and the politicaL decision-making process; and
that politicians lack d,irection,

a.

sense of

priorities,

and a real und.erstand-

ing of the public interest in this question. The major purpose is to explore
the d.ebate around this issue and raise some important questions for further

research and consideration by planners, political decision makers and
citizens

.
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1.

Chapter I

The Setting
Introd-uction

April of 1969, the Metropolitan Corporation of Greater Winnipeg's
Planning Department revealed its plan for the redevelopment of Winnipeg's
Downtowrr.o""1 - Downtown Winnipeg. This plan was presented. at a time
of renewed construction activity in Winnipeg's Downtown area. After many
In

decades of stagnation, several new, large scale commercial developments

built. This was an opportune time for the plan's presentation,

u¡ere being
and.

the plan's initial reception suggested. that Winnipeg's Downtown was at

the beginning of a ne'w period of growth. These new commercial developments began

in early

1968 and continued

until the end of 7970. But as these

build.ings w.ere being completed. in late 1969 an.d throughou

I I}TO'

no new

developments were announced to continue this trend of development. It
appeared that Winnipeg's Downtown had received
and that the building boom \¡/as over

.

its share of construction

Just as suddenly as construction had

ended abruptly towards the end of I97O. This new situation
'Winnipeg plan in a ne'w' perspective. Originally at
then placed the Downtown

begun

in 1968, it

the time of introduction when the Downtown was booming,
become enchanted with the plan and welcome

But now that development had slowed down,

it

its objectives

it

was easy to

and proposals.

was time to evaluate the plan

objectively.
The purpose of this study is to evaluate

in terms

of

th. Do*tto* Wi.tipeg pl.t

:

(i) its goals and proposals, and
(ii) the process of planning and d.ecision-making that led to
the adoption of the p1an.

)
This chapter d.escribes the setting for the evaluation of the Downtown
The

tri"ripSgplan.

first section will explore the question of Downtorvn

deterioration by d-iscussing the forces that have been operating in the
Downtpwn and the accompanying problems that have

of these

forces.

O""t the

consequences

These problerns affecting central areas of cities

generally, and Winnipeg's particularly, have served as the stimuli for the
formulatÍon of prrblic po-licy, in this case the Downtown Winnipeg plan.
The response of public policy - the Downtown Winnipeg plan, is then
presentecl very

briefly, to provide a general understanding of its various

elements by way of introd,uction to a later and. more thorough dis-cussion in

chapter

three.

The last section of this chapter presents the purpose and

research d.esign of this stud-y,

and. makes

a clear statement of the objectives

and of the methodolog¡r that was employed to pursue those objectives.

Chapter II will establish criteria for the evaluation of the planning
decision-making process and of the plan itself

. It will

anC

examine the process

of commercial development, Downtown redevelopment and planning and

political

de

cision -making

Chapter III describes the Downtown Winnipeg plan , presents some of
the public comment on the plan and then perf orms the evaluation.
Chapter IV concludes this study w.ith a summary of findings; some
recommendations

for policy makers; and suggestions for further research.

3.
The Decay of the Downtown: the Problem

.

for Public Policy

Public policy is directed towards the solution of a problem; in this
case, the problem is Downtown decay and the policy i: a redevelopment
plan to reverse the decline. This following section looks at the trends that
have been facing the Downtown areas of North America, and particularly
\tr/innipeg, in order to clearì.y establish the nature of the problem that the
Dourntown Winnipee plan

is designed to alleviate.

Essentially two forces have been responsible for the decline of the
Dorvntown

relative to the city as a whole; these two forces are the demands

for new growth, and the mobility that the automobile extended to residents
and to

industry. Growth in poprrlation required the construction of new housing

and industry to house and supply this popuLation. But
be accommodated

in the central area that had already been built up as the

initial centre of the city. Instead, growth occurred
the central

this grou/th could not

area.

on the periphery of

And when the Downtown was encircled, growth continued

for miles in all directions away from the city. The lorv density nature of
housing required large areas for the new sub-divisions and these areas could
be found only outside the fringes of the

city. The growth of industry

and

technological change in many industries also resulted in the d.ecentralization
of these functions from the central area

to

new

industrial parks.

New

production methods in manufacturing and new techniques in varehousing nour required spacious single story structures. The room

for growth to meet these demands of housing and industry was

not

to be found in the built up central area, so as a resultrthe Downtowrr was
abandoned. The second force in this suburbanization has been the
improvement in transportation methods from the railroad and street car,
to the car and truck. 'Whereas people once lacked effective modes of

4.
transportation and thus had to live as close as possible to work, the autornobile
has allorved them the mobility to live in one end of the city and drive to the

other for

work. Various industries that had once relied

converged.

on the

rail lines that

in the Downtown, now found. trucking to U".ä more convenient form

of transportation. They consequently chose to decentralize from the central

area to new industrial parks that have been well planned for good transportation links. One third. factor, retailing, has also decentralized, from the
Downtown to the new shopping centres found in the suburbs, as

it

has

followed the shifts in population that now exist in the suburbs. When the
market in the form of residents left for the suburbs , new

retail establish-

ments followed leaving only the well established large department stores

and other small businesses in the centraì.

city.

These forces that have been

responsible for the decline of the Downtown relative to the metropolitan area,
have left the central area a relative wasteland compared to the suburbs

.

The effects of these f orces have been:

to leave behind as the residual resident population the Poor
and the aged of the city; to leave a high proportion of floor

space either vacant or occupied at very low rentals by in
many cases marginal tenants; to leave large site areas
either vacant or used as surface parking lots; to create
serious over-congestion on the Dorvntown streets and on
the major a.rteries betv¡een the residential suburbs and the
Downtown employment centre, particularly at peak hours;
and to spread a general air of deterioration and neglect,
even of abandonment, over the entire central business

district.2

As the above excerpt notes , this decline has had psychological, social,
economic and physical manifestations

.

The psychological factor relates to

the image that the Dou¡ntown projects as an area for either commercial or

residential development. Once a Downtown deteriorates , investors
developers are unwilling to undertake new construction in the

and

area.

The

social manifestation is especially obvious and reveals itself in the slums of

5.
the central city that serve,as the homes oi the very

poor. The economic
manifestation of this decline reflects in poor business for existing establishin the Downtown and lack of new businesses of all kind.s willing
to locate in the central area. The hardship of this economic decay reflects
ments located

uPon the general economic image of the

city as a whole

and. more

particularly

weakens the tax base that the local government d.raws upon to finance its

activities. Physical decay in the Downtown consists of oLd, obsolete and
decrepit businesses, homes r vacant lots and surface parking lots that are
visually unattractive and non-productive both for the value of the land and
the tax revenue accruing to the public sector. Alr of these factors combine
to portray a very poor environment for work, business, recreation,
entertainment and. living. These characteristics are typical of many North
American cities in,tmerica and Canad-ar large and sma1l, poor and wealthy.

According to the Downtown Winnipeg plan, "Winnipeg has not escaped.
these common experiences, and its Dowrrtow'n, along with that of so many North
American cities , shows the ravages which have been worked by these forces.
Winnipeg's poor physical planning is partly responsible for the present
condition in the Downtown.

,A.

study by the University of Manitoba's

Department of City Planningfound that the past development of Winnipeg has
not utilized any coherent planning principles; rather

-r'-i'

The
-physical form of Winnipeg is the result of a laissez-faire
development
which began with-the spread of settlãñT!ãffi
river banks to the north, to the sorrìh and to the west. It"is
apparent that this-impetus, when unguided is not i4 the best
interests either of the region or of ihe city itself .4

Those that once urere responsible

for

the development of Vinnipeg

,

exploited lr{anitoba's agriculture economic base. Since Winnipeg's original
deveì'opment, no major responsibility has been taken for continued growth:

S'rut:lållå':íTil:':*"i"11Ë":'.lÄ.,grYrmtr,*iît:glllle:g"'"

,,3
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Today, judging by the fact that the downtown area has been
financed by outside capital, local intgrests seem to be
reluctant to invest in the community.f,
The reasons

for 'Winnipeg's slow growth have includ.ed. a poor economic

base and an unwillingness of local d-evelopers and financiers to invest in the

city. As a result, the growth

of the Downtown area has stopped, until

þst

recently, while the suburbs expanded significantly:
In more recent times , because of the large physical expansion
of the settlements and because of the rapid development in
methods of transportation and communicationr many of the
original central area functions - such as retail , commerce t
manufacturing and education - have gravitated towards the
rapidly developing suburban areas. At the same time, the
ceñtral area did not or u/as not able to match the intensity of
the development of the outlying areas , resulting in its gradual
economic stagnation and physical decay.
As a result of these (suburban) developments , the central
areas of most North American Comrrmnities - Winnipeg
included - have lost much of their original social and economic
vitality and contain today only a fraction, or pale resemblence
of those funptions which formerly u/ere essential to the entire
community.o

Ti1l the mid and late 1.960's,S/innipeg's general building stock dated
back to the

first \I/orld War:

'War I
The rapid decline in economic activity folLowing World
has resulted- in the virtual standstill of building construction
in the central area. Even since the end of World 'War II,
the amount of construction in the core has not kept pace with
the construction in the overall metropolitan area.

..Except for a few isolated areas, the central area is
chaotic conglomeration of low and tall buiì.dings.

a

It is significant to note that the few large buildings which
have been built in the core in the past decade, have been
located within the framework not according to any planning
and urban design principle, but simpLy according to ì-and
values. /
In the absence of new development and construction, Winnipeg's

central area has gradually deteriorated as the following physical

characteristics suggest :

- relatively low building densitY

- the majority of buildings are fifty years or older

7.

- the majority of buildings are one or: tv¡o stories in height
5O7( of the downtown area
movement and storage of vehicles

approximately

is devoted to the

- the amount of green space is lorv an<i located. in Poor
relation to core functions

- a high vacancy rate of commercial and office space
- a very small amount of resid.ent populationS
The Downtorvn Winnipeg plan suggests that Dovmtown \tr/innipeg's decline
can be seen in the trends in population growth,

retail

sales

, construction

, and the changes in the manufacturing, wholesaling and warehousing
service industries. In terms of population, the resident population in the

values

and

central area has declined both relatively and absolutely: while Metro
Winnipeg's population increased 68% lrom 1947 to 1966, the Downtowrt
population clecrea

seð, 47%

from 15

1567

to B, 706*. The retail trends parallel

this decline in resident popuLation - retail sales declined 4.9% from

36.7%

of Metropolitan area sales in 1961 to 3l -B%tn1966. And in merchand.ising,
the Downtown's share fell from 85 .7% in 1961 to 72.2% ín 1966 - a decline

of 1.3.5%. Moreover , these trends do not include the large recent

proliferation of suburban shopping centres in Polo Park, Garden City,
Assiniboia, St. Vital, Grant Park and North Winnipeg. Construction values
con-firm the decline

in population and retail sales : whiLe the value of building

permits in Metro Winnipeg increased

35%

from 1961 to 7966, the Downtown

share of these permits declined .6% from 2.4% in L961 to 1 .8% ¡n 1966. ]n
manufacturing, the number of firms in the Downtown fell from 83 to 70,

while in the Metropolitan area they grew from 984 to I,O27 between

1961-t966. This

neur

grovth occurred in the new industrial parks. In

wholesaling and warehousÍng, the trend to suburban locations that provid.e
more space and better transportation facilities seems to be draining the
.)+

All

of the statistics are from the Downtorvn \Minnipeg plan,

pages 6 _ g
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Downtown of a large sector of

its

economic

appears to be the only sector to hold

its

activity. The service ind.ustry

own and promise some gro\rth.

The look at the forces operating on Downtown \Minnipeg, has left the authors
of the plan without much hope that these forces

will

aËate or reverse them-

selves:
The picture(of the Downtowrù which emerges is not one which
reveãls flourishing development and vigorous activity in the
central area, in spite of the indicated strength of the services
sector of the economy. Nor is there any reasorÌ to believe
that whatever new growth is taking place is of a sufficient
order of magnitude to fill all the empty spaces and generate
a new'vitality in the Downtown. The overriding impression
is one of very slow growth, perhaps even- too slow to offset
the continuing loss of population and enterprise; of large areas
used for surface parkingi of old and obsolete buildings with
low silhouettes; of an extensive segment of the business
activity devoted to automobile repairs, storage and sales;
of a general atmosphere of vacancy, decline, and dereliction
hanging oveï' most of the central business district, relieved
only by one or two busy thoroughfares and one or two major
nodes or concentrations of activity.
But these characteristics, too, are not peculiar to Winnipeg.
They belong almost universally to the cities of this continent.
And other cities of this continent have also found that the
Downtown has required deliberate and specific programs to
enable it to overcome some of the force¡ tending to reduce
its strength and scatter its resorr".ur.9

9.
The Response of Public

Policy:

the Downtorvn Winnipeg Plan

The Metropolitan Corporation Planning Department's response to the
problem of Dou-ntown deterioration is Downtowq \lligniPegred,eveLopment of the

Downtown. The plan

conclud.ed,

- a plan for

the

in its survey of the

sources of deterioration, that the only way of reversing Downtown WinniPeg's

decline would

be.

by a reattraction of a Downtown resident population. And

this population can only be attracted if people want to live Downtown and if
developers want to develop apartments in the Downtou/n. The plan then has

two goals: firstly, the improvement of the Dow'nto\rn as a living environment¡ and secondly, the encouragement of commercial development.

Presently, the Dormto'wn does not contain much housing, since private
enterprise d.oes not find- it profitable to Locate apartments in the Downto'wn
because of the prohibitive costs of providing parking and because the
environment in the Dov¡ntown is not particularly attractive as a place of

resid.ence. In order to relieve the private developer of the high costs. of
providing parking on very expensive land, the plan suggests the provision
of publicly provided parking facilities

. And to improve the quality of the

environment of the Downtow-n, the plan proposes the construction of public
amenities , parks and weather protected pedestrian systems

The plan's aim is to make the Downtov-n a city within a city with

a

twenty-four hour d.y. The five basic elements of the area include the
encouragement of high density apartment development, the development of

public parking structures in strategic locations , the creation of a weather
protected pedestrian circulation systemlinking

ma

jor Downtownfacilities , the

establishment of a public open space or park system , and the construction of public

recreationfacilities

such as a conservatory, aquarium, enclosed skating

rink,

swimming pool and library. The plan cal1s for a public investment of about

10.
$,46

million -

$ 17

miiiion for parking structures ,

$ 19

million for land

acquisition and $20 mittion for amenities , open spaces and. enclosed
ped.estrian systems. The plan expects to attract a resid.ent population of
17 ,OOO

in the central area over a twenty year period of time.

The specific objectives of the plan are to:

f . improve the quality of life in the Downtown

2. widen the tax base
3. utilize the existing services and utilities in the central area
4. protect the private investment that already exists in business
and buildings

5. improve the economic

image of the city

The plan argues that ì"arge public expenditures are required to redevelop

the central area and contends that successful redevelopment and gro,wth in

other cities has required a large degree of public planning and expenditure
on

facilities and transportation. The Downtown plan suggests that its.

proposals are feasible, that there is enough of an apartment market, and

that in the long run,the public expenditures will be recovered through an
improved tax base,

a

more d¡rnamic economic imagerand through the

immeasurable benefits of an improved quality of

lifê.

Since the plan was originally presented. in earLy 1969, various efforts

towards implementation have been taken. The

first

was to inform prospective

investors in Winnipeg and Eastern Canada of the existence of the plan and
of the incentives available to developers who are willing to develop projects

as called for in the plan. More recentlyrdiscussions have been held
between the Metropolitan Corporation and the Manitoba Provincial
Government

for the public construction of a convention centre to bring larger

conventions to the City of Winnipeg and. consequently encourage hotel

and.

11

commercial development. No other

ma

jor steps have yet been taken to

implement the plan.
The reaction to the plan was mixed. The- City of Winnipeg and the

City of West Kildonan vere against the public development of the.parking
structures

and. questioned.

the need for public expend-itures, contend-ing that

development uras.proceeding

in the Downtown on its ou/n. The mass media

vere enthusiastic in their reception of the plan as u/ere the Downtown
Businessmen's Association, the Ind-ustrial Development Board of Greater
Winnipeg and related interest groups. The lr4etropolitan Council supported

the plan strongly and adopted

it

once

it

had passed the public hearings.

L2.

Research Design
Pg]:pose and Or ganization

The debate surrounding the Downtown Winnipeg plan has raised severa-l

will explore in order to provide some
onfact and observation. These issues fall into

conterrtious issues that this stud,y

empirical answers based
the follov¡ing categories

:

1. The plan's perception of Downtou'n

Winnípeg's d-ecline

and the need f or major redevelopment.

2. The planning process that resulted in the plan.
3.
4.
5.

The various þstifications for and benefits of redevelopment.
The necessity

for public expenditures

.

The decision-making process that identified Downtown
redevelopment as a priority and that approved the objectives
and proposals of the plan.

6. The objectives

and proposals contained in the plan and the

recent steps toward.s implementation.
Under these six categories , the various issues w'ere then listed in the

form of a question. The purpose of this study is to explore these questions
and to provide some empirical argument to answer

1. Perception

them. The questions are:

of the Problem

ls the Downtown Winnipeg plan's perception of the Downtown's
decline accurate and does the condition of the central area

warrant the maior redevelopment that is proposed?
The answer to this question will require an examination of the

plan's perceptions of the decline and the establishment of

criteria for determining whether redevelopment is necessary.

13.

2. The Planning Process
What .vas the nature of the planning Process that resulted- in the
Downtown Winnipeg plan and did this process satisfy established

criteria for planning?
The approach that

will

be taken

be to establish principles and

in exploring this question w-ill

criteria f or planning,to determine

the planning process that led to the plan,and to see to what extent
the planning process used in formulating the Downtown W'innipeg
plan rsatisfies these

criteria.

3. The Rationale for Public Polic.v

will the benefits of Downtown redevelopment be,and do these
benefits warrant the public policy that is reflected in the plan?
\Mhat

This question will require an anaì"ysis of who will benefit from
redevelopment and howrand whether there is a justification for
Downtown redevelopment

4. The Need for Public Expenditures

Are massive public expenditures required to redevelop the Downtown
or can red.evelopment occur on its own through the efforts of private
developer

s?

The ansrver to this question wilt require an examination of the process

of commercial development to see how it occursrand an examination
of the larger process of public-private redevelopment.

It

should be

noted that there is a distinction between commercial development
and Downtown redevelopment. Downtown redevelopment

is a

public-private effort requiring joint participation and development,
whereas commercial development is strictly private development
of vari.ous structures. In order to provide the answer to this

fourth question, t.wo ad.d.itional questions \Mere

posed-

:

t4.

(i)

What

is the nature of the process of commercial development

and what are the factors that encourage or inhibit this process?

(ii) What is the nature of the process of successful Downto\Mn
redevelopment, what roles are pì.ayed by the private and

public sectors and in generaL what are the principles of
succes sful red.evelopment?

5. The Political Decision-Making

Process

Did the politician decision-making process that resulted in the
adoption of the Downtown \Ã/'innipeg plan and all that this adoption

implies , follow established criteria for polítical decision-making?

This question will require the establishment of criteria for political
d.ecision-making and an examination of the process of political

decision-making that identified Dovntown redevelopment as

a

priority f or governmental involvement, and that decided that the
Pg*q!g*.Jit"jpg-g plan is the best available program for the re'Winnipeg's Downtown.
development of

6. The Goals and Proposals of the Plan and Steps Torvards
Implementation

ls the Downtown Winnipeg plan a good social and economic plan in
terms of its goals , proposals and. efforts towards its implementation?
ln order to ansrver this question we wiLl draw

on the research used to

ansu/er question four above on the successful principles of Downtoum
redevelopment to see rvhether the plan

principles.

is consistent with these

15.

'Data Sources
The data sources for this stud,y were literature and personal inter-

views. The literature that was available included. ne-vspaper articles
reports, journals and. periodicals, government reports, consultants'

and.

reports, academic monographs and other secondary sources. The
literature could be divided. into basically three categories: the first
category contains descriptive literature - neurspaper articles ancl journal

articl es documenting various commercial clevelopments and redevelopment

projects; the second category includes interpretive literature

on redevelop-

ment mostly in the nature of monographs, government reports and other

consultants' reports; and the thirdrtheoretical literature for the d-evelopment of concepts on public

literature

was used

policy, planning

and

decision-making. The

in two w'ays: as primary source material which was

interpreted and analysed, and as data

on a primary

level which was

further analysed and refined,.
This literature uras found to be useful in establishing the theoretical
concepts and in exploring the North ,tmerican experience in redevelopment,

but proved to be an inadequate data source for providing information for the
Winnipeg situation. This deficiency in the literature was supplemented by
a program of personal interviews w-ith selected people such as planners,

politicians , academics, d-evelopers

and.

realtors. In ord-er to explore

the

commercial development process in Winnipeg, the developers responsible

for selected projects were interviewed and their

comments and interpretations

as well as arguments were treated. as d.ata. Intervievs vere also conducted.

with planners, politicians and academicsrand againrthe arguments presented,
urere used. as a data source

for

subsequent interpretation and analysis. A

list

of

those persons interviewed can be found in the section following the bibliography.

16.
Method.ology

Since this study atternpts to evaluate the Dowrrtown Winnipeg plan and

the planning and political d.ecision-making process that resulted in the p1an,
the main focus of the methodology involved a clear statement of the questions
being explored, the establishment of criteria

for evaluation, and an evaluation

of the plan and the planning and decision-making process to see whether

there is a consistency with the criteria that have been established

.

This first chapter has provid-ed the setting for the study. The next
chapter addresses itself to the establishment of criteria for the evaluation.
When

all the criteria have been established, we move on to the actual

evaluation itself contained in chapter three where tfre ffiéÍíffÅ that have
been posed in the preceed.ing section are answered

The major part of the research involved. a stud.y of the process of
commercial development in Winnipeg.and a stud.y of the process of public-

private redevelopment in North America. Since the plan is trying to
encourage approximately $ZOO million

it

of private development,

was

thought necessary to explore the process through which this private development would. occur

in order to see whether tlie plan indeed was being consistent

with this process. Consequently,a study of eight selected cornmercial
developments was made in order to properly understand the process of
cómmercial development as

it operates in \tr[innipeg.

The next step was a

study of the larger framework in which commercial development occurs

public-private redeveLopment. It was

d.ecided-

to use the case stud,y method

in exploring the process of redevelopment and to deve.lop principles

of

successful redevelopment that would later be used to evaluate the Downtown

tri""tp_"gplan.
When the evaluation

is cornplete,the next step is a proposal for

in the plan itsel,f and in the planning and decision-making Process.

changes

t7.
Problems
The intent of this study is to highlight the relevant issues pertaining to
the Downtown'Winnipeg

plan.

Each of the questions that have been posed

deserve much more analysis than they are given in this study. The purpose,

however, is more to raise relevant questions than to provide exhaustive
and definitive ansu/ers

for these questions . This is a relatively virgin

area for research, and, even though plentiful literature on redevelopment
and planning and policymakingexists as yet there
examines a

concern

is no previous study that

particular example of public policy for redevelopment with

for the policy itself as well as the planning

and decision-making

process that led to this poLicy. Consequently, this study is a pioneer effort

it faced- severaL problems that accompany such an initial effort.
The first such problem is in the relatively crude and unsophisticated
methodology being employed. The method is based on the presentation of
and as such

arguments rather than on the presentation of an analysis of quantitative data.

Unfortunatel¡there \ras no existing methodology to borrow or even modify

for the purposes of this study. Another problem is a result of the nature
of this study. The data was not quantifiable, but consisted instead of

impressions, observations, arguments and analyses by the various people
interviewed and by vrritters in the area. As a result, the answers provided
consist mostly of the raising of important questions and the offering of an
argumen.t as opposed to providing

statistical support from data. It is

hoped

that this argumentative approach can provide a beginning for the development of a methodology

for research

on

this question.

18.

Chapter II

lntroduction
Chapter one has provided the setting for the study by indicating the
context in which the plan was introduced, presented the plan and the nature

of the problems the Downtown Wínnipeg plan is expected- to overcome,
outlined the research design that this study will

utilize.

effort presented in this chapter is d-irected tov¡ards

and.

The research

an understanding of the

process of private commercial development, the process of public-private
Downtown redevelopmentrand the process of planning and political decisionmaking that results

in plans for Downtown redevelopment. The first section

explores the question of commercial development in ord-er to provid.e an
understanding of the various forces and factors that a successful redevelopment plan must influence

in order to encourage the large degree of

commercial development that is required by a redevelopment

project.

The

next section explores the question of public-private Downtown redevelopment

in order to determine what the principles of successful redevelopment are,
to see if these principles are contained in the Downtown Winnipe.q plan.

and

The third section explores the question of pì.anning and poì.itical decisionmaking that formulates plans and- policy

for

Downtown redevelopment.

Ultimately this chapter is d.esigned to provide the relevant criteria by which
the planning and political decision-making process that led to the plan and
the plan itself can be evaluated.

19.

CommerciaL Development

A successful Downtown redevelopment
redevelopment be undertaken by the private

pLan expects that much of the

sector: the Downtown

Winnipeg plan hopes to encourage approximately $ZOO million of private
development

in the next two d.ecades. Since a large part of the plan's

success rvill be contigent on the private sector's role in acting as the
major source of development, the whole question of commercial development
must be studied in order to see that the plan has adequately taken account

of the preconditions and motive forces of this process. A study of the
process of commercial d.evelopment will establish certain criteria that will
be used

in determining the plan's general economic feasibility. This section

on commercial d.evelopment

will explore the process of commercial develop-

ment, establish the variables determining this process , seek to determine
the influence of these variables on recent developments in \tr/innipegrand

finally provide

some general conclusions as to the process of commercial

development and the kind o1 public policy required to encourage

it.

20.
The Variables in CommerciaL Development

ln ord.er to establish the variables involved in the question of commercial
development;the literature in this field was examinedrand developers and real

estate promoters \Mere intervieu¡ed to identify the relevant variables. This
research has shown that the following variables determine commercial
development:

1. The Supply and Demand for the Particular Type of Construction
the Developers rvere Considerine

This variable is generally referred to as the -u.rk"t.10 The
market

for these various forms of accommodation, no matter

whether apartment suites, hotel suites or office spaces , is

usually expressed in terms of a vacancy rate. This vacancy
rate is a function of the relationship between the supply
demand

and

for accommodation. The demand for apartments is

usually a function of population and more particularly those
age groups

in the population who seek this kind of accommodation.

These are the 18-30 year old persons, either single or young

marrieds, and people just past midd.le .gu.11
Other significant factors operating on the nature and. size of
the market are changing lifestyLes (such as the trend towards

living). The main d.eterminants of the hotel market
É¡rethe tourist trade and the facilities available to large conventions.
high density

The office market is a function of ttre extent of administrative,

financial and institutional character of the city and the trend
developing in the

s

city: in other words , is the city becoming a

headquarters city for business and government?
The supply factors include the extent and availability of the

2r.
various kinds of accommodation - the numbers of office, hotel and

,.12 An increasingly
important factor in the demand side of the market equation is the
kind and quality of accommod-ation being offered. Prestige office
apartment structures and their capacitie

space

for instance is at times in more demand and similarl-y in

regards to apartment suites, the price level of the rents and the
extra features, such as swimmj.ng pools, recreational facilities
and the

like, are increasingly

coming into vogue, and consequently,

play a significant role in the kind of accommodation preferred.
2. The Availability and Cost of Borrowed Caprllal

This variable includes two intimately related factors - the rate of

interest

and.

the ease of obtainirrg lou"t, .13 The general state of the

financial market provides the framework within which developers
and investors must mal<e decisions. When money

is easy to obtain

at low interest rates , developers wilL be able to calculate a higher

rate of return, whereas when money is hard to borrow or if it is
available only at high rates of interest, it will be difficult to
come up with appropriate

rates of return on contemplated projects

for which there appears god demand. A related factor in this
category is the psychological influence of the general economy on
investment decisions. When there is a period of easy money and
when the economy

is expanding, investors are more confident about

going ahead with projects, rvhereas during times of mild recession,

a conservatism d.ampens investors'willingness to und.ertake

projects.

ne\M
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3.

The General Development "Climate" of a City
Two factors are important here,l4 th"

first is the reputation of the

cit¡f for economic development, climate for business and growth;

is the perceived reputation of the city's Political
and governmental leaders . The first category is part of the
psychological influence on developers: some cities like Edmonton

and the second

and Calgary project
much

a "boom" and strong growth image that extends

further than the real growth and market demand in that city.

But because these cities have a good reputation for growth,
developers are more willing to
perceived and

invest. The second factor is both

real. Developers and investors

want rvork with

co-operative governments who are interested in economic develop-

.

, either through
actual policy (zoning, tax advantages, land assemblyr etc.), or
ment and- the promotion of business

Some cities

through good personal and business relationships between politicians
and businessmen, command the attention of investors and developers.

The ideolog¡r projected. by the local or provincial government
even perc.eived by the developer

'

or

, is another significant factor.

Manitoba, for instance, has a ruì-ing social democratic party which

is perceived to have an ideological distrust of the free enterprise
system. Beyond this ideological perception, however, is the real
framework of public policy in each particular province or city

Differentials in tax rates, economic incentives, zoning, and provision of services , have a psychological, as well as real , influence
on the attractiveness of a location to a developer

4.

or investor.

TheFramework of Public PoLicy
The framer,vork for public policy-making includes

all

elements of

public policy that have a bearing on investment and construction,

23.
such as:

, the existence of a general development plan for the area.
- zoning - the d-ensity, set back, height and. parking space
regulations.

- the willingness

of the public sector to construct related

structures such as a convention centre, parking structure
maIl

,

, etc.

- provision for land assembly

such as the use of the power of

expropriation on behalf of private developers.

- provision

of

utilities and services by government

and- the

willingness of government to construct new streets , sewer
water and. other utility connections without full assessment
on the developer.

- tax structure - the general leve1 of taxation in terms of rate
and assessment, provisions

- building

for tax holidays or other incentives.

codes in regards to materials , design and building

methods.

- provision of amenities such as open spaces , parks , recreation
facilities, cultural facilities such as Libraries, theatres, etc.
- the plan approval and decision-making Process - whether it is
slow or quick and whether there is solidarity and consensus in
-*

the public sector

"These

J+

factors urere identified by developers.
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The D¡rnamics of Commerciol DevelopEs:nt in Downtown Yinnipe.q
\tr/e

have considered. the variables ín the commercial d,evelopment

process. We will norv consider the d.¡rnamics of the commercial
ment process

d-evelop-

in Winnipeg's Downtown. It wàs decided to study the process

of commercial development by examining selected large scale developments
that have been constructed in Winnipeg in the last three

years. An examination

of these projects would put the theoretical background in real context of the

actual process of development and reveal the nature of the Process in a real
situation.
The news reports and editorials pointed to eight proiects that seemed

suitable - they \rere aì.Ì large in terms of value, they \¡/ere all in the Downtovn
area and they \¡ere all strictly private undertakings . The eight proiects that
'were selected- w'ere:
Lombard Place

- The Richardson Office Build,ing

Chateau 100

- The \il.innipeg lnn
- The Office Build-ing
- The Apartment Structure

Place Louis-Riel
CumberLand House

North Star Inn
Beacon

Hill

Lodge

The Bank of Montreal

There is enough variety in the kind- of construction - two hotels , two office

buildings, three apartment blocks and one nursing home - so that the sampLe
is not biased towards specific kinds of development. Also included in this
study

is

one project that was announced but never materiaLized

, Centrepoint,

in order to consider the reasons for the failure of this project.
In order to find out the raison d'etre of each of these projects it

was

25.
d.ecided.

to approach the d.evelopers involved.

and.

to examine the accounts

provided by the trvo newspapers and. the Manitoba Business Jorrtrru.l.15
The newspapers v/ere a particularly

nevs

good.

god source since they give this kind of

coverage. The d.evelopers were able to supplement these neurs-

paper accounts by going into greater detail about the planning of these

projects. Intervievs vere arranged with these developers

so that they

could be asked. to explain the reasons behind the development of each

project.
The following

is a brief descriptive account of eight private

developments

in the Downtovrrr area. This descriptive section gives information such

as

the t¡rpe of buil,ding (office , apartment or hotel), the height, the cost, the
geographical location, the composition of each structure and the developer

of each project, followed by a brief analysis of the reason f or building each

project.

OnIy one of these projects.has not been constructed: the Centre-

All of the others are

point Development.

cLose

to completion or are alread.y

finished

1.

Lombard Place
Lombar<i Place Limited are the developers of this project representing
James Richardson & Sons and Oxford

Leaseholders. This project at

the north-east corner of Portage and Main, the

heart of Winnipeg's

central business district, includes a 33-storey $15 mittion office
building - the Richardson Building, the Bank of Canada BuiLding,

a

parking str:ucture, another office building and the Winnipeg Inn Hotel a twenty-one storey, $5.5 million

Place project

structure. The whole Lombard

will cost $40 mtllion.

The Richardson family has a historicai and sentimental attachment to
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Winnipeg and. particularly to the present site at Lombard.

Place. They

have owned the land for many years and- have previously made many plans

to buÍld a head office at that site of Portage and,.Main. The Richard.son
Building was built to house and consolidate the activities of James

still are dispersed in various
area. They also felt that there \Mas

Richardson and Sons who were and

locations in Winnipeg's Downtown
a market

for office

accommodation at the "hub" of Winnipeg's central

business

district.

The reasons for the Richardson Building's existence

are partly psychological and sentimentalrand partly economic. Financing
was certainly no problem since the firm has access to its own funds
a

and-

very good external credit rating with financial institutions. At the

time of financing, money was easily available and. at reasonable rates
of interest.
The hotel pa-rt of the complex, the Winnipeg lnn, now serves as one of
'Winnipeg's truly first-class hotels in the Downtown. The Bank of
Canada Building

will

be

is now under construction and the other office buildings

built as conditions warrant it. Meanwhile, the parking structure

is a welcome ad.dition in that particular part of Downtown that lacked
parking space

2.

Place Louis-Riel

first trulyDowntown highrise apartment
build.ing in the heart of the central business district. lmperial
Place Louis-Rie1 is Winnipeg's

Construction Limited is the developer of this $6 million structure

first floor will have retail and
commercial space, the next t'\¡/o levels are parking facilities for 250
cars and the remaining 22 storeys will be apartment suites. Also inclucl.ed

located on St. \4ary's and Smith. The
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in this build.ing are recreation facilities and a health club. A
representative with Imperial Developments revealed that a good

market, easy financing and the tax incentive of a temporary tax
freeze added up to a project that would provide a reasonable rate
of return on the company's investment. The d-evelopers have owned

for a long time, and two years ago they finally decided to
take advantage of the god apartment market in the Downtown.
the land

Vacancy rates have been at a very attractive level to developers -

L.$ per cent. Financing had been arranged before the presently
high rates of interest and the tax incentives of Mayor Juba provided

the "clincher", according to this spokesman
There u/ere problems in dealing with local governments before finally
deciding to go ahead with the building. It took 67 meetings with the

City of Winnipeg and Metro before the decision to build was finally
made. The points of conflict were zoning and build-ing code requirements and. the size and. time period- of the tax freeze.

J.

Nursins Home - Beacon Hill Lodse
Imperial Construction Limited is also the developer of a nursing home
at the south-u/est corner of St. Mary's and Fort Street. This
$2 million, l2-storey building is part of Metro's Downtown plan and
represents the first decision of a developer to follow the plan
Imperial Construction Limited d-ecided to enter this new area of
development because of the success
development

it

has had w-ith this kind of

in other Canadian cities.

The spokesman for Imperial Construction indicated that there have been

28.
many problems u/ith Metro on this development. "Stupid" building
code requirements increased the construction costs by 5

per cent , to a point

almost high enough to make the project prohibitive. He could not
understand why the company could not take advantage of new building
techniques and materials in this project as they had done in other

cities in Canada.

4.

North-Star Inn
'Western Theatres in conþnction with Famous Players, have constructed
,
a hotel complex of 29 storeys at a cost of $8.5 million at the south-east

corner of Portage and Carlton, adjacent to the Somerset Building.
This hotel will have retail space on the first floor,

S

levels of

parking f or 375 cars, hotel facilities such as banquet space, cabaret,
restaurants , recreation facilities such as a pool, sauna ancl health

club, and 2BO hotel rooms. This hoteL will connect with the ad joining
Somerset Building and both wilL dren be connected to Eaton's by a

pedestrian skyway. In ad-d.ition to the hotel construction, the Somerset

Building wilL receive $1.5 million of interior and exterior renovation.
A representative of Western Theatres who is now Assistant Manager
of the North-Star Inn indicated that the market for first-class hotel

facilities in the heart of Winnipeg's Downtown was the main reason
for building the North-Star Inn. Western Theatres has for a long time
owned the land (previously the

site of their Lyceum Theatre)

and

finally decided that there was a market in the central area for a firstclass

hotel.

They found their previous hotel venture, the

successfulrand decided to

try

"Airliner",

and realize the same success with a
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location. The firmrbeing in the hotel a.nd restaurant business,
naturally decided to expand its activities. The financing was arranged
Downtown

at more reasonable interest rates

and.

the tax freeze uras a helpful

incentive in making the investment more profitable. W'estern Theatres
have found- the various levels of government helpfut and have not

encountered any problems in their discussions on the project.

5.

Bank of Montreal

The Bank of À¡lontreal has constructed a l7-storey office building for
approximately $3.8 mill.ion. The bank will occupy three floors and
the rest

will

be available to other tenants as commercial office space.

This building is at the south-west corner of Portage and Hargrave next
to Eaton's.
The Bank of Montreal decided to consolidate

its

Saskatchew¿in and

Manitoba operations in one place, therefore deciding to build a ne\r

building in Downtown Winnipeg. The company felt that there u/as a
market for office space in that part of tou¡n (t4 of flne t7 storeys will
be commercial office space) and that the project would be profitable.
The location was described as excellent by a bank representative,
because of the great pedestrian traffic in that bustling retail and
shopping part of town.

6.

Chateau 100

Metropolitan Estates Planning Corporation and Canadian Properties
Limited have completed an office, parking and apartment compì.ex at the
south-west corner of Broadway and Donald. The front building is an

office building, B storeys high and will be available as commercial
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office space. Behind the office building is the apartment complex
consisting of commercial space and. a recreation ôrea on the

first

floor, four levels of parking and 2l- floors for apartments at a total
cost of $6 million.

Metropolitan Estates Planning Corporation and Canadian Properties
Limited. have ownêd the land at

this site for a long time

and had

planned to build several years ago, but the high and rising property
'Winnipeg caused cancellation
tax rates and- the general stagnancy in

of the

plans. Meanwhile, new investment was channeled to Vancouver ,

Ed.monton and,

Calgary that were experiencing a d-evelopment "boom".

But þst over a year ago, the Branch Manager of the firm decid.ed that
it was time that the company continue development in WinnÍpeg, feeli.ng
that at last there was a good market for office space and apartments.
Since Winnipeg was starting to develop, the company approved the

proposal to build in Winnipeg. Mayor Juba's tax freeze as first

for five years rather than two) was the final factor
in deciding to build. In regard to the apartment complex, the firm

announced (to run

had. good

experience with apartment development in Edmonton and felt

that there u/as a market for

good-

quality apartments in Downtown

Winnipeg. The low vacancy rates and easy financing at lower interest
rates assured the company of a fair return on the investment.

7

.

Cumberland I{ouse-

Northwest Trust and AlLarco Developments, who operate and own the
Regency Towers, are responsible for the building of a 20-storey,

$4.5 million apartment building. The first floor will be available

as
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retail space, three levels are devoted to parking
L6

and the

rest of the

floors wilL be apartments. This building is located at the south-

west corner of Cumberland. Av'enue and. Carlton Street.
Northwest Trust and Allarco Developments own the Regency Towers

for a long time had a "private urban renewal" scheme in
mind. for that part of toìvn, accord.ing to a representative for Northrvest

now and have

Trust.

The firm owned the land and expected at some time to build an

apartment complex inthat park area of the

city.

They had good success

with the first project, the Regency Towers, and the low vacancyrate
as well as the trend toDowntown living, encouraged them to put up
another apartment building. The area is particularly attractive , being

very close to Downtown and being situated by Central Park. The rates
of interest at the time of financing were reasonable and a
the investment uras expected. The tax incentives (as

first

good-

return

on

proposed)

u¡ere very attractive and would. have brought down the overhead-

considerably, but now the tax freeze is considered insignificant by
the spokesman for this project.
Many troubles occurred

vith government: there was a disappointment

with the tax freeze not turning out as expected, and there were long and
intense consultations on approval of the plans. The representative for
these developers complained that "government hasn't done much for

development, especiaLly in Manitoba,

"

and.

that there are too

governments and agencies involved. in the process of planning

maTr,y

and-

decision-making

B.

Centrepoint
The Centrepoint Development has gone into limbo. The site was to be
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Eaton's parking lot at the south-west corïIer of Hargrave and Graham,

formerly the site of the bus depot. This project has been rated at
anywhere from $15-50

million.

The participating parties were

Pacific, Eaton's and Investors Group, while R.C. Baxter
was the developer. Eaton's 'was to make its land available, while
Canad.ian

Canadian Pacific wanted a

ing.

hotel, and lnvestors Group an office build-

The development was also planned to have twin theatres, retail

space and, a connecting

skyway. It was expected that there would

been highrise apartment complexes. The size of

have

this complex was to

range from 26 to 40 storeys. This is the only project being discussed

in this paper that was aborted. in the planning stages.
The Centrepoint development is now another ambitious plan that has

miscarried. The reasons from Mr. R.C. Baxter, the developer,
have been the change in business climate (Schreyer's assumption of

power), the uncertainty as to whether the prov-ince would build

a

convention centre and the currently prohibitive rates of interest.

Although no direct contact was made with a representative for this

project, other developers suggested that the announcement

uras too

'hat the nroìecf
nlaøued w-ith
w-it poor planning
project wa.s
was plagued
premature and that

organization.

and-

JJ.

The Factors Responsible for Commercial Development
in Downtown Winnipee

Interviews with developers provided the data which was then related

in a causal way to each of the previously id.entified váriables in order to
determíne the main factors behind the development of the projects under

d.iscussion. ln every caserat least two factors were suggested. as ha.ving
great significance : the market and the rate of interest. Other factors

,

such as the end. of stagnation of the City's reputation and- image,and. the

tax freeze on building taxes, w-ere also mentioned in secondary importance

to the first two.
The Market
According to the developers,there was a growing market for
apartments at the time that the three apartment buildings 'were

planned.. The vacancy rate \tr'as very Low - just over

1-

per

..rt.16 There u/as a trend. toward. Downtown living, andthere generally seemed to be a low supply of good apartment
accommodation

in the Downtown. Consequently,the decision

to build was made. In regards to the hotel construction, the
devdopers suggested that there really was not a first-class

hotel in the Downtown area. Consequentlyrthe obvious d.eficiency

in

suppì.y

for hotel and entertainment facilities encouraged these

d.evelopers to build

in the Dou,ntown. The developers of the

office build,ings contended that there was shortage of good
and prestige office space at the time that the projects were

planned.. There \ras a particular need for the kind of park-

Iike office space

f

ound along Broa<iway

Avenue. In the case of
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the other two developers , there vas an attempt to consolidate

their large business operations in one structure, resulting in
their respective decisions to build an office

sPace

for them-

selves as well as to offer commercial office space to other
tenants.
The Money Market

At the time that all of these projects were

pLanned and financed -

late 1960's - a general economic expansion prevailed: money
was easy to borrow and was available at comparatively low

rates of interest. ln certain cases, financing was even arranged.
internally further facilitating the financing of these projects

.

Based on the input of a comparatively low rate of interest, there
seemed to be a promise of a

fair rate of return r' consequently

the

decision to build
The Ps.vchological Factors

Certain psychological factors have played a significant role in the
decision to build some of these projects. In many cases

it

was

felt that the time was "right" f or development in 'Winnipeg.
Although Winnipeg had been relatively stagnant for many years,
these developers felt that the general economic outlook was

changing: the extent of public construction for Centennial year
must have hacl some

bearing. The "breaking of the ice", the

one

first project, w'as important in "setting the ball rolling" so that
other developers would follow. Only one developer had to indicate

big

his confidence in the future of the City and the other developers
would soon f olLow. ln this case

it

was the Richardson Buildins
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and the accompanying Lombard Place development that was the

first project. This project was very much the result of an interplay of psychological fâctors. The family responsible for it is a
native Winnipeg family with a long historical, if not sentimental,
attachment to the City of Winnipeg and particularly to the Downtown

location of Portage and Main. Once the Richardson Building was
begun,other d,evelopers followed
ment

suit. The Chateau 100 develop-

is another one that was contingent on the coming of the

"right time". Once it was felt that Winnipeg was read.y, this
project that had been in the planning stage for many years was
finally announced for development.
Public Polic:¡
Public policy at the time of these proiects was rudimentary. The

City of 'Winnipeg, through the assistance of the Provincial
Government, introduced an incentive to developers who would

build in the Downtown, by offering them a tax freeze on building
construction and a further tax holiday after completion for one or
tw'o

years, depending on the value of the building. Besides thís

factor of the tax freeze,

'u/as

the zoning change allowing a 10:1

ratio in height to floor space as well as a change in the parking
requirements for apartment developers. The Downtoum V/innipeg
plan was not presented until the spring of 1969 and by this time
many of these projects had long been announced and were under

construction.
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The Constraints on Commercial Development
Commercial development occurs in response to market d.emand for

particular kind.s of accommod,ation

ancl,

is a function of both economic

conditions (financial market) and psychologica.l
development

factors.

Commercial

is hard to obtain when there is no market demand or

when

the financial market generally discourages investment. But a whole new

set

;f factors , both economic

and psychological, are introd.uced when

commercial development in the Downtown is being considered and part-

icularly in Winnipeg's
The

first

Downtourn

problem facing Winnipeg as a potential city for development

is its image in terms of real or perceived growth. Winnipeg does not have
the reputation of Ed.monton, Calgary or Vancouver and. lacks the growth
ima.ge and the

feeling of "boom" that d.evelopers and investors consider

very important. Other cities such as Vancouver are more attractive
because of climate and. a favourable growth rate, and. Calgary and. Ed,monton
because they are developing

in tune with the general economic activity in

Alberta.

A second disadvantage of Winnipeg relative to other cities is its
population characteristics and the lower prevailing income scale.17 Thi,

factor is especialLy important to apartment develoPers , and indeedrthe
representative for lmperial Construction Limited. said quite emphatically
that there are not enough people makine enough money to afford the rents

in a highrise apartment building. The rents at Place Louis-Riel., lmperial's
present Winnipeg large development project, range from $137 to $267. A
secretary in Vancouver makes $400 a month and can afford the rent, whereas
a secretary makes only

$3OO

in Winnrp.g.18 And furthermore, it has been
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'Winnipeg does not have an existing or
suggested by several developers that

growing market for apartment developers to provide for.
The third. problem facing d.evelopers and investors is the economic
stigma that seems to have covered Manitoba since the election of the NDP

to the provincial legislatu"u.19 Manitoba's high corporation tax rate
for instance is one real factor d.iscouraging businesses from locating their
head.

offices in Winnipeg. But the problem is not what the NDP Government

has done but what they may do in the

future.

One developer unequivocally

said that investors and d-evelopers are very leary when ì.ooking to Winnipeg

for expansion or new projects because of their feelings of uncertairrty.20
This makes the financing of projects even more difficult because financiers
in the East and. in the United States

seem to hear only

reports on Cy Gonnik's

-2t

speeches

The question of financing is further complicated by the tight money

situation and the accompanying high interest rates that prevailed until just

recently. This
D

for the recent stall in

seems to be one of the reasons

owntown \\5-nnipe g' s c ommer cial d- evelopm
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The high cost of land is an obstacle when a developer considers

build.ing in a Dowrrtow-n rather than a suburban location. A survey of land

prices by M-.V. Jones reveals the extremely high cost of land in the
Downtown compared to other locations:

.23
Land Prices in Selected- lr4etro LOcatrons :
Location
-Broadway to Portage

Price per sq""re f
$z.oo - $2.50

-Broadway to Assiniboine

$6.00

-Roslyn Road

$3.50
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Price Der scuare foot

Location

-Grant Avenue

$1.00 - $3.00

-St.

$
$
$

James

-Henderson Highway
- St

. Vital

-North West

.60

- $1.00

.75

.50

- $1.00

$ 1.OO

The consultants that presented the above land survey explain the relatively
high cost of land. by pointing to the pattern of its ownership and the

attitudes of the owrrers . Most of the ovners are not developers or real
estate people but are professional and business people who are not

familiar with the real estate market and therefore are not behaving
according to the dictates of the market. They are hol.ding on to their land

until

in the future when its value rvil1 increase. The

some unidenti-fied time

problem of land acquisition further complicates building in the Downtown
when
of

it is found that Downtown

individual speculators

land-

is held by a relatively large number

.

Another obstacle preventing profitable commercial development is
the relatively higher tax levels in Downto\vn Winnipeg compared to other

cities in Metropolitan Winnipeg, as well as other Canadian cities. The
mill rate for the Ci.ty of Winnipeg is 11.32 mills above the mean for all the
Winnipeg municipaLfti"t.24 The per capita tax levy in Metropolitan Winnipeg
was found. to be higher than any other western

capita levy of $156 was
arrð, L5%

-

17%

37?/"

higher than

R

city. In 1966, Winnipeg's

higher than Edmonton r

30%

per

higher than Saskatoon

egina and Calg u"y .25

The question of hi.qh land prices is quite obvious,but construction costs

are also high due to zoning regulations and buiLding code requirements.
Although Metro did change

its zoning laws to allow higher d.ensities in the

39.
Downtown area

requirements
cod.e

for apartment development, the question of building

still

code

plagues developers who find that what they could do within

regulations in Montreal, they cannot

d.o

in

\Ir/-innipeg because

of more

strict (developers say stupid.) regulatiorrr.26 Imperial Construction found
trouble over building codes in getting its plans approved for their nursing
home on Smith and

per cent greater

St. Mary's and as a result construction costs were five
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'The Process of Comrnercial Development: Conclusions
The study of commercial development uras.undertaken primarily tounderstand the nature of the process that the Dorvntown Winnipeg plan hopes to

encourage and facilitate

- private construction of apartment

and other

structures. It was d.iscovered- that the process of commercial

d.evelopment

requires the operation of certain fundamental forces before development can
occur in any location: a demand for construction, availability of capitaì. at
reasonable rates of interest and a suitable

rate of return to the developer.

Commercial development in the Downtown is discouraged by high costs of

land and high property taxes.

.A.nd

when commercial development in Down-

town V/innipeg is being considered a whole new set of variables (mostly

constraints) are introduced, such as a poor image, and population character-

istics not suitable for profitable residential apartment construction.
This is the commercial" development process that the Downtown Winnipe.q
plan must influence

if the expected $ZOO million in private

development is

going to be forthcoming and the necessary elements of a policy to encourage
development are as follows:

1. Improve the image of the Downtown in economic terms
2. Facilitate construction on very expensive land and
minimize the obstacle of high property taxes.

3. Improve the market for various forms of commercial
development.

4.

Ind.icate the public sector's willingness to cooperate
w-ith the

But

it

private sector

arxl to

phy a supporting role

must be realized that there must be a market for the proposed clevelop-

ment; otherwise , incentives will prove to be unsuccessful.

4.t.
D

Consid-eration

will

owntown

R

edeveloPment

now be given

for the larger context in whÍch commer

cial d.evelopment rnust work - in public-private redevelopment. \Irihat can
learn from the experience of other cities that have undertaken major re-

rve

development of their central areas? The purpose of the inquiry into the North

American experience is to provide some positive as well as negative criteria
'Winnipeg plan can be evaluated. What were the
by which the Downtown
successfu.l principles of redevelopment and what were the

failures and to

what extent does the Winnipeg plan contain these successful or detracting

principles

?

This section is based almost exclusively on the available literature in
the area of Downtown renewal. It begins with a presentation of the problems
that red-eveì-opment must overcome.

lt

continues with a statement of the

pre-cond.itions for Downtou/n redevelopment. Following this is a presenta-

tion of the literature of the principles of successful redevelopment. Finally,
the many issues relating to the questions this study considers are raised- by
an examination of the process of planning and political decísion-making in

particular American and Canad-ian cities.

'

i
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The Problems Confronted b,v Redevelopment

Alt of these cities have a partieular problem or set of problems that
u/ere overcorrre by the efforts of both public and- private authorities and
organizations

. It is useful to outline these problems so that the various

solutions that were developed can be seen in their proper context.

In many cities, the over-riding problem u/as one of leadership both

in the political and business community. And- since business treadership is
the usual motive force for

ma

jor undertaking in urban redevelopment, this

problem of a leadership vacuum becomes increasingLy acute. One source
emphasized that "no old American

city can rebuild without business leader-

shíp."27 Cities such as Denver and Philad-etphia are particularly

good

examples of cities that were once faced with a leadership vacuum. But the
absence of leadership

is symptomatic of a deeper problem.

When there

is.

no Leadership from the business community, this indicates that private interests

have no stake, or interest, to defendor promote in the Downtorvn. In other

situations, the problem of lead.ership was compounded- by the problem of
lacking native or local large developers to undertake the necessary steps
to renew the central

area. Again the experience of Denver highlights this

problem.

ln other cities such as St. Louis, Boston and Milwaukee, development
u/as unprofitable because of the existing condition of the private market

inhibiting development. Consequently, development could not proceed until
certain incentives urere given by the public sector to overcome the constraints.

In other cities such as Rochester
ments

and- New

Rochelle, major public improve-

in streets and selected transportation facilities u/ere required before

development was deemed possible.
Once these various problems had been identified

vere taken to overcome them. At the outset,

, the appropriate steps

one important

fact must

be

43.
was effective
appreciated: in every instance of Downtou/n renewal, there

market

d.emand. f or

the contemplated. red'evelopment

' In Denver for

instance

In
the need- for office space was a necessarykey to its red'evelopment'
new mall
Rochester and Minneapolis there u¡as enough of a market for the
shopping

facilities that have been developed . similarly, the apartment

in St. Louis has been constructed- tomeet the market demand
of any
that existed.. A good. market then is a necessary pre-condition
in ord-er that the
redevelopment effort. This market demand must exist

d.evelopment

private sector pla.y the necessary d-evelopment role. Alt of the redevelopment

in the American experience has

been undertaken by:

who saw the economic
.. .local businesses and by investorsarea
and were willing to
õowntown
need f"; ;;;ii"¡zing the

backitwithsizeableinvestmentsoftheiro-w-n.

Letmeassureyouthatwehavenointerestinany-venture
need. we have
unless iìî ,,rpported by a basic economicwhich,
while it
program
no interå;;;iãíiirrã "ão-good"
attractive
some
build-ing
*igtt ..hi"-r. the objectivJof
which
buildings *àtfã """'it i" the building o! apartments
provid-e
to
levels
are not needed_, or ca4not be rentedãt their completion,
a return on the investment necessary for
ã" uuà"tiful office buildings f or which there gâe no tenants;
or stores f or which there are no customers '""
can now proceed
Having established- the economic need for d-evelopment \re
the American
to a d-iscussion of the various principles that characterize

experience in

D

owntown red evelopment

'
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Pre-conditions to Successful
Lead

R

edevelopment

ershio

The overwhelming problem of leadership in many of these cities was
overcome by the establishment of special purpose interest groups

that organized around the issue of Downtown renewal. These groups

are exclusively private in their initiative and membership,

and

usually contain the top civic and business leaders of each city.

One

of the earliest of these groups was Philadelphia's OLd Philadelphia
Development Corporation. Other examples are Minneapolis' Down-

town Council, St. Louis' Civic Progress

Inc., Pittsburgh's

Alegheny

Conference and Denver's Downtown Denver Inc

These special purpose interest groups harness the energies, talents,
influence and money of the top business and civic leaders behind their
goal of red.evelopment. In some cities like Boston and Kansas Çity,
businessmen have come together
provid-e financing

in Development Corporations that

for their members' redevelopment p"oj.cts.29

othergrouPShavebeenresponsibl.eforinitialp1anningandfunding
of technical redevelopment plans that were later presented to the public

authorities for approval. Baltimore's Charles Center project originated

in such an early effort

part of the business community that pro-

on the

vided fi225,000 as seed moneyfor the original plar.30 In other cities,
such as Cleveland, private donations from wealthy families have

funded such groups and, their

.ffo"tr.31

Many of the groups, such as Philadelphia's Greater Philadelphia
Movement, have played principally a public relations role by creating
a favorable image of proposed

projects, while others like St. Louis'

Civic Progress have been active in organizing public support for
issues to finance the public portions of particular projects.

bond
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Business Stake
The leadership that was provided by the business community was based
rmrch

less on civic responsibitity

and.

public concern then on the very

real and direct interest of these businessmen inih. f.r*"e of the
Downtown. In many instances, the people who served as members
of these interest groups also belonged to a Downtou/n businessmen's assoc-

iation.

Many were

men with a

retailers, real estate people and related business-

large stake in the present state and future condition of the

Downtown of these
and promote

cities. Consequently, they

organized to protest

their own interest that was vitally

connected. to the future

of the Downtown. The developers of Rochester's Mid-Town Plaza
were two existing retailers in the Downtown area, McCurdy's and

Foreman's, who wanted. to improve business . Unless such a stake
by businessmen exists , the private sector will not be as concerned

with the state of the Downtown.

The PubLic Role
The public sector played a varying role in the redevelopment process

of these

cities. It

acted in the role of public developer and law-maker

to facilitate and encourage private development. The role has included

public construction of institutional and related structures , road , street,
highway,bridge and parking facilities; the provision in law, for the
establishment of private redevelopment corporations , public redevelopment corporations and redevelopment authorities

to supervise the

redevelopment effort.

The public sector has been important in its role as a developer in its
own right, by constructing public institutional

facilities such

as
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governmental offices and related structures. In Denver the public

sector developed a convention centre, in Peoria court facilities
and

in Chicago governmental office space. Public participation

,

has

complemented private redevelopment by providing new transportation

access in the form of streets , brid-ges and. parking structures

.

The

Rochester Mid-Town Plaza for instance, would not have occurred had

public expenditures on a $9 million parking garage, closing of an
existing street and the building of a new street not been provided to
improve access to the new shopping centre. The same kind of public

activity in provision of transportation facilities occurred in Pittsburgh
and many other cities

Public polic¡r has been established to encourage private commercial
development by legal provisions allowing the creation of private

redevelopment corporations with powers of financing and expropriation.

These corporations must serve a public purpose, and they are ably
assisted in their efforts by various tax benefits. The cities of

Boston and St. Louis have these provisions for private redeveLopment
corporations and projects such as Bush Memorial Stadium and various

large apartment d-evelopments attest to their success. Other cities

like Milwaukee, also offer tax incentives to developers but have not
developed the d-evelopment corporation provisions

. Public redevelop-

ment authorities have been established in these cities to supervise

the activities of these corporations and to prepare renewal and
redevelopment

plans. These authorities have been instrumental in

land acquisition and, in providing this land to private developers at

"write-down" prices. Cleveland's Erieview project for instance
required a large public input for land acquisition which included $5 million

in local bonds, $10.7 milLion in a federal grant and $33.8 million in
federal loar.32

a

4l

.

Only New York State has gone as far as to establish a powerful public
development corporation, the Urban Development Corporation, with

po\rers to actually implement redevelopment plans as well as plan
them as many other authorities

in other cities do. one reason why

this agency is particularty effective is because of its wide scope:
and. all'encompassing sets of Powers
held by any of the new generation of urban development agencies;
and is charged with a broad-ranging set of objectives, ranging
from the construction of low-cost housing to the planning t
financing, construction a4{ administration of industrial and

It has the most extensive

commer

cial development . u'

The corporation can condemn and clear land, over-ride municipal
zoning by-laws and enter into all forms of legal contracts.

lt is ably

financed by one billion dollars of tax exempt public bonds. This agency

is successful because it is well equipped to perform its role:
The real innovative character of the UDC lies in the under-

lying concept of a multi-purpose public authority empowered
to act out any or all of the roles associated with urban

development from land acquisition to marragement. It thus
can act as promoter, financier, consultant and developer;
and through these powers is able to overcome the -time- lag
and red taqe, difficulties normally encountered in development
activities . J4
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Public - Private Co - ord.ination
The key to successful redevelopment efforts has been a co-ordination

of public and private development. The participation of the public

sector is essential in situations where proper planning is necessary

in the provision of necessary'public improvements. Co-ordination
of public and private development serves the interests of both the
developer and the local government¡
Successful co-ordination of public and private projects requires
more than a plan and program for public works in the hope that
they will produce a stirmrlus to private action. Public officials
need to understand more fully the economics and market forces
which motivate or inhibit the private developer in investing his
time, money, and effort in a specific project in a particular
location. Public interest and private profit are not inherently
antagonistic. Âs a matter of fact, both the rmrnicipality and
the private developer are profit motivated, although the yardstick by which "profit" is measured is different. In either
case, investment in new facilities represents expended capital
and the extent of their use measures the productive return on
the investment.

Obviously, the ad.d.ition of private improvements results in
increased revenue in the community through expanded tax
yields; increased economic activity; more employment and the
like. Conversely, the addition of public improvements often
opens the way for increased private property values (impact
of highways interchange locations , street improvements, major
assembly centers , auditoriums , parks , etc.) again increasing
the tax base from which so much of the local revenue or "profit"
is derived.

loss of value of private
improvements reduces the fiscal base of the municipality. Some
cities are so acutely au/are of this problern, especially in the
central business district, that they are making unusual and
large scale public improvements (parkin_g garages in Boston for
example) to sustain downtown values. Thus , "shoring up"
private values^¡hrough public improvements is not only sound
but essential.J5
On the other hand., the subtraction ol:

Leadership is the important element that must be cultivated to spearhead

public-private redevelopment. In Pittsburgh, the financial and business
community provided the leadership to redevelop the Golden Triangle

Area. In Chicago it has been political leadership that prowided.

the
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for ind.ustrial and commercial d.evelopment, slum clearance
and general revitalization of the central city. ln Chicago all of the
motive force

efforts by poì.itical leadership were actively supported by the City's
business

leaders. The Philadelphia experience involved a public-

private coalition to overcome the inertia plaguing the city and to

engage

in large scale central business d.istrict renewal.
The experiences of the above cities suggest by implication the principles of successful Downtown
Downtown redevelopment

renewal. Since

much of the Literature on

is still in the formatÍve stages , much of it is

merely descriptive or prescriptive. The previous section summarized the

descriptive literature. The next section reviews the prescriptive literature
on Downtown development

.
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Principles of Successful
James Rouse

R

edevelopment

writing in Urban LancL, several years ago cautioned that

the solutions for the problems of Downtown areas will require more than
the promotional campaigns and parking garages being incorporated in recent

public policy for redevelopment:
The hope.that downtoum may have turned the corner in the battLe
with its problems and that its future looks better than its
immediate past is a fervent but not realistic anticipation. I
believe that downtowï. has not yet begun to feel the real impact
of the forces working against it; that so far , the battle for downtovn has been waged against the symptoms not the sources of its
troubles; that we have yet not come to grips , in most ,A.merÍcan
cities , w-ith the problems besetting the future of downto'wn.
The fight for downtou¡n has been a panicky, piecemeal defense
consisting largely of tricks , gimmicks , and promotional ideas
plus a few parking garages and one \May streets. There has
been little study of broad development programs designed to
make {gwntown into the strong "heart of the city" which it ought
to be.Jo

Effective programs for Downtown renewal must reverse the cycle of d.ecay.
The cycle of decay consists of the suburbanization of much of the poputration,

the immigration of lower-income people crowding into homes, municipal
neglect and general blight . Once this d,ecay sets in, offices and new
business begin to locate in parklike environments in suburbs leaving the

existing central city with lorver market volumes. Accord-ing to Mr . Rouse,
the problem is this

:

How to reverse the cycle and make the central city fit for modern
living, working and shopping. Programs for more public transit,
more parking garages, more dollar days and downto'urn properties
simply fail to deal with the facts. They are part of the losing

batt1efortheyfai1tocurethedeepseatedobso1escencethat
renders unfit downtovns and the inner city which surrounds it.37

In order to solve its problems, the Downtown must find its proper role
in relation to the metropolitan areas. Any plan for the Downtown must
incorporate several elements if itis to be successful. Among theserthe most
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importantis to determine the Downtown's optimal function:

lf you \rere planning your metropolitan area from scratch,
wouldn't it make sense that those facilities used by aÌl the
people should be located in the central city - government

buildings , hotels , ma jor recreation centres such as coliseums,
stadiums, museums - and yet ho.w often do you see such
facilities being driven to the suburbs to find enough space
and a suitable environment?

..The purpose of such a metropolitan study should not be topromote dowrtównrbutto find its legitimate functions. Uses which
can best be accomplished elsewhere should be to leave to
2Â
make room for the space and buildings which belong downtown.""
The second- element should be pr.oper planning oi the area just outside
and adjacent to the

to

mid.d.Le

Downtovn: "these huge areas can be mad.e attractive

income families and. to upper income families. "39

The third element must be to formulate a pì-an with public appeal:

It ¡rmst appeal to the people as
they would. Iike to see. It is little plans that are hardest

"the plan must be big, bold and d.efendabLe.
the kind of place

to sell

and. most

d-ifficult to execut

".'.'4O
The fourth necessary component in a successful plan

must be the creation

for a Downtown

for broad and adequate implementation powers: "Without

the necessary po\rer, unreasonable , unco-operative or simply d.isinterested.

property ourners will endlessly frustrate the finest efforts to remake the city
into what it should- 5.. "41
And

finally, if the plan is to ever reach fruition, active leadership

must be found. and

organized: "The development and execution of a bold and

effective Downtorvn plan will require the vigorous and dedicated leadership
of merchants, bankers and the entire business community.
s¡rmpathetic attitude

It will require

a

in City Hall. It will call for lots of time and money.

It u¡ill mean substantíal sacrifice by some businesses

and property

o.t,.."r. "42

ln another source, a leading Denver businessman has contended that
Denver's successful redevelopment has been based on two key principles.

5z'
The

first principle

contends that the

growing metropolitan region

city must be part of a healthy

and

:

Growth requires a broad viewpoint. . .downtown De-nver is
dependent for its d¡rnamism upon a healthy metro_p_olitan area,
an economically successful state, and in-fluential business
ties throughout a wide region of the nation. successful
promotion of downtown delelopment must be co-ordinated
with succe^ssful promotion of the metropolitan and regional
comPlex '43

The second, pr:inciple reiterates the importance of leadership and
co-ordination of interested groups and agencies:
There must be continual communication and co-ord-ination
between many and- d.iverse organizations, and- between government and citizen efforts . The co-ordinated efforts of the
Downtown Denver Improvement'{ssociation, Downtown Denver
Master Plan Committee, and Chamber of Commerce in concert
with some 40 other public and private agencies were. . .
instrumental in creating a healthy climate for new investment
in Denver's centr aI cor"e.44
In a speech to a Downtown improvement group in Baltimore, the
following principles u/ere identified as providing the necessary role in Downtown red.evelopment:

1. Proper zoning for the best relationship of land. uses .
2. Transportation for the official moving of people and goods.
3. Adequate parking must be provided and by private developers.
4. R egulation of air and water pollution
5. Planning and provision of public buil'dings
6. Co-ordination and co-operation of city government, planning
"

groups

.
8.

7

, property ov¡ners , businesses and tax-paying citizens.

Good public relations and effective sale promotions.

Patience for the realization of plans (20

y"."r).45

Another article by Robert,Armstrong suggests that the efforts of public
an,iL

private authorities in reversing the decline of the

based on outdated

Dow-ntovu-n

have been

principles. Public policy he feels has tried to remake
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the Downtown into what

.

it

once u/as:

To date, many have attempted to solve the downtown problem
by what might be described. as a conventional approach based
on our past and historical pattern. That, in our opinion, is
hopeless. What we must not find is new uses f or those parts
of downtown which are dying or withering. However, the
withering or decay that has been mentioned does not constitute,
as many think, a bad or evil condition. Birth, grourth, withering and decay must be recognized a_s normal processes, whether
thèy reLate to personal and physical well-being or to a city or
town or even to a neighbourhood. Too many are trying to
reincarnate the patterns of a half or quarter century ago when,
instead, a revitalization will come only if it can be attuned to
be in consopÂnce with the demands and requirements of present
daY

living.40

Instead of continuing to follow the same steps taken in the past, the
author suggests neu/ approaches directed at working with the strengths of
the Downtown rather than against the weaknesses:

As viewed at the present time, the downtou/ns of American
cities will continue to be the centre of commerce r management,
professions, culture, the fine arts, and even education.
However, they unquestionabì.y w-ill become less important in
terms of retail trade. Hence, all eff orts to revitalize the
country's downtowns should-be directed towards their strengths
and not their weaknesses.4/

The Process of Redevelopment

As yet, a body of analytical literature on Downtown redevelopment
does not

exist.

The literature

is just

now beginning to reach the

anal¡ical

, interpretive and
prescriptive literature. This category includes some of the literature

stage.

We have already considered the descriptive

that considers the process of red.evelopment itself

process. By process

w'e mean the decision-making

and.

that comments on this

that surrounds

red,evelopment projects and. the issues that decision-making and the
pro jects

raise. The first selection is Banfield's Political lnfluence

and
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the second, Collier's Contemporary Cathedrals. Edward C. Banfield's
P

olitical

In-fluen ce documents the de cisi on - making pr oces s

that occurr

ecl

between the public and private sector in regards to a Do\rntown redevelop-

- the Ft. Dearborn Project. The folloving is a precis of
Banfield's account. lt raises many of the questions surrounding Downtown

ment scheme

redevelopment.

Noting that Chicago's Downtown business d.istrict rvas deteriorating

after having lost its market to suburban shopping centres , Arthur Rubloff

,

a local businessman, envisioned a plan to clear one hundred acres of

Chicago's d.owntown of its warehouses and slums and to redevelop this area

with apartments and public buildings in a garden setting. As a businessman,
Rubloff knew that a form of public subsidy, in this case , public buildings
(and not public housing) were needed., so he conceived of a large civic
c_entre

for the area

Rubloff contacted Nathaniel Owings of Skidmore, Owings and Merril,
a top architect, to help with the preparation of the

plans. Owings

showed.

interest andputhis staff to work on it. Meanwhile, Rubloff then went on to
contact a group of "top civic leaders" such as Hughton McBain, the largest

retailer in the area , whose concern u/as purported to be not only the profit
motive but the desire to provide civic leadership and public service which
would in turn be good- for business. McBain contacted several insurance
companies to discuss possible financing, and an old

friend, Chesser Campbell,

publisher of the "Tribune". McBain, being one of the most prestigious
businessmen

in Chicago, was able to contact several other key individuals

to sponsor the project, such as chief officers of banks, chairmen of
companies and partners

in real estate firms. This process had taken

approximately five years and none of

it

had had any public exposure.
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Finatly, after these five years, the Sponsors and. McBain invited 2lbusiness lead-ers for a public showing of their plans. The meeting was basedand directed entirely on the purpose of what business would- gain from such a

project.

Some businessmen- w-ere not interested since there rvas no

profit

for them. The nevspapers, however, were very enthusiastic, describing it
w.ith colourful phrases such as "breathtaking" and showing in "soaring
imagination". The mayor

it to the appropriate city

w'as

finally informed of the plan and he ref erred

agencies for d.etaiLed study that subsequently gave

favourable comment to the concept of dense development and approved the
plan for a citY centre.
The role of the public sector became one of facilitating the d.evelopment

by giving approval in terms of zoning

and.

clearance through the various

d.epartments and authorities responsible, and one of encouraging development

by off ering to assemble the land and provide

'

it to developers at lower costs.

Earl Kribben, who had handted public relations and similar functions
for McBain's firm, Marshall Fields,'was appointed as executive for the
Sponsors. Kribben hand.led publicity for the project giving items to the
press and speaking frequently at civic gatherings and associations in order

to create

suPport

for the Project.

There \¡ere several obstacles that Kribben tried to overcome. One of
these was the question of public support that he tackled. by publicity and

public relations. The next was arranging financing for the public component
of the project

- the Civic Centre. Since the public would have to approve

this bond issue, the whole project became contingent on public approval. To
avoid this problem, the legislature uras asked to establish a redevelopment

authority with the power to issue bonds, buy lancl and erect buildings -.the
Public Buildings Commission - so that the public would not have the
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opportunity to veto the project, i.e. no public controll

Next, the new Mayor, Richard Dailey, and Daniel Ryan, President of
the Cook County Board, u/ere approached to arrange as much governmental
occupancy as possible in the new

civic centre. The mayor realized that

this project was basically a real estate project as opposed to a government
project but if both the developers and the city could benefit, he would agree
to it. Dailey played the role of a booster trying to make the project appear
bigger and better and more worthwhile.
As the affairs of the project became more and more complicated.,and.
theparticþation of the sponsors waned as they gave attention to other things,

Kribbenbecame "the project" and was nolonger þst the organizer for it.
AIso by this timerRubloff's identification with the project had been lost.
A. controversy arose over whether new courthouse

established.

in the city centre. Those

rvho had an

facilities

shouLd. be

interest in keeping court-

houses in the same place such as banks and. law firms, and. those like pailey
who did not want the derelects brought before court around the

civic centre,

i the þdges and others , however r wanted new
facilities and established a pressure group - The Committee for a New
opposed a neu/ courthouse

Courthouse. This controversy
main

library

and.

others concerning the relocation of the

began to threaten the idea of a

Sponsors uneasy as to the future of the

civic centre, and made the

project. The Building Marragers

Association of Chicago opposed the civic centre because many of their
clients would be drawn a'way. Negotiations between Kribben and 'tldis (who
r¡ras a member of the Building Managers Association) u/ere held in a private
discussion to reach

a solution. The Building Managers tried to present

their case in such a u/ay that they were not opposing the project strictly
because of selfish interests as opposed to public interests and formed an

alliance of 28 business, real estate

and.

professional men in the Committee
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for

Government Buildings Downtown. The Committee had

difficulty in

trying to gain exposure, in identifying itself with the public interest (the
committee 'was in a sense opposing development) and in obtaining political
support (the committee was Republican while local politicians were Democrats).

Other organizations such as,the Chicago Association of Commerce and

industry, the Real Estate

B<nrd,æd.the

Gvic Fed-eration \rere too divided to

take a stand.. A new group, The Near Northsid.e Land Use Committee was
established to unify the opposition to the Ft. Dearborn Project.

All

of

these groups represented strictly private selfish interests , mostly real
estate interests.
Many public and private decisions had to be made concerning the

project. In December 1955 the Sponsors asked the Chicago Land Clearance
Commission to declare the area an urban renewal area to take advantage of

federal aid. but there were probLems;the Land. CLearance Commission had to
engage

in

a

lot of administrative work in order to decide whether the ploject

qualified. (project had. to be

55%

residential and half of existing build.ings had

to be sub-standard).
Meanwhile, life insurance companies that had originally exPressed great

interest in the project were now reluctant to participate because of psychological
reasons - they u/ere awaiting a move by someone else to "get the ball rolling"

to establish faith in the area's future.
The Mayor could have done rmrch for the project and could have influenced
the Land Clearance Commission but he haC lost

interest.

Many public agencies

urerenon-committal about taking space in the Civic Centre and since d-ecisions

by private developers \¡ere contingent on the public sector's willingness to

build a cÍvic centre, the project stalled.
The Sponsors saur themselves as public spirited citizens waiting to
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d.o something

for the area and were trying to pave the way for developers.

The Mayor, not being close to the business community and not sharing their

outlook, saw the project strictly as a real estate promotion, and one that
would not really benefit the city or his position of power. Opinion on the

Ft. DearbornProject

was not encouraging. A study by a research grouP

showed that there would not be a great need- for a centralized-

civic centre

and that the law courts should not be moved. The Land Clearance Commission

was indecisive and sought more and more information.

Finally the City Planning Department drew up a Development Plan for
CentraL Chicago re jecting the

Ft. Dearborn

concept of a civic centre and

not suggesting residential develoPment.

It

seemed that the

interest involved u/ere simply too d-iierse to find

expression in one project. Finally the Federal Government in 1954 through
the General Services Administration decided to set up a new federal buikL-

ing just outside of the project area effectively ending the future of the

Ft. Dearborn Project
Certain observations can be made concerning the Process of decisionmaking and the

roles played by the various agencies, groups

and. ind.ividuals

in the history of the pro ject. First of all , the plan was conceived entirely
within the private sector by a prominent developer and- businessman-. ln
the early stages of the planningrhe used his chain of personal contacts and
influence in the business community to plan the

project.

Each new individual

that was brought into the project was able to use his influence to spread the
chain even further but

still entirely in private sphere; the publÍc sector was

involved. Another factor to note is that the impetus of the project
and the motives f or continuing it were profit oriented-. Although there was

not yet

an element of public spiritedness among some of the "civic leaders" most of

the businessmen r¡/ere interested only in business and

profit. The "boosters"
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are those who have no direct interest in the pr:oject as such but would
benefit politicaì-ly and who thought that it would be beneficial for the city.

falÌ in this categor¡r. -A
key "mover" u/as essential to act as co-ord.inator fo" ìfr" various people
involved in the project and to handle publicity. Since the public buildings
Peopìe such as Mayor Daitey and the newspapers

ior*ed- an essentialpart of the project, public support had to be generated
so that the governmental agencies would take space in the new civic centre.

As the project contiïrued in the planning stage (10 years

had- elapsed

since its

original inception) the interest of the earlier supporters had been lost.
SeveraL controversies erupted between various interest groups that
stood,

to gain or lose by the project. These controversies that threatened

the very

life of the project were not based on whether the Ft. Dearborn

Project was in the public interest, but on disagreements between selfish,
profit-motivated- businessmen. This poses an interesting question. Does

this

mean that selfish

interests between real estate groups, businessmen

d-evelopers determine the nature and extent of devdopment? Where

and

is the

public interestrepnesented,? Certainly not by public officials, because they
\¡/ere not involved in the decision-making process.

In conclusion,it can be seen that the chain of in-fluence and d.ecisionmaking \¡/as very much in the private
a

arena. Public authorities played only

facilitating and co-operative role; the initiative

came from the private

sector - fromdevelopers who expected to make money, and from public
spirited. "civic leaders" who wanted to redevelop part of the city.
The next selection is Robert Collier's Comtemporary Cathedrals , a

large scale commercial developments in selected large Canadian
cities. Although Dr. .Collier was interested primarily in the public-

stud.y of

private relationship that occurs in these developments r he has raised
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some more general questions concerning public policy and commercial
d.evelopment.

The Place Ville-Marie d.evelopment highlighted the question of the

supporting role that the public sector plays in redevelgpment. In this case
the public role involved the construction of new transportation facilities.
This project was delayed. at first because there \vas a disagreement between
the d.evelopers and the local government over who would absorb the

$7.5 million in improvements to a street,abutting the proiect. Originally,
the city wanted, to assess a charge against the d-evelopers for these improve, but the d.evelopers urere not willing to share these costs . lnstead,
a variety of interest and business groups in the Downtown urged the city

ments

to build the road. The d-evelopers argued that a $1"5 million gain in taxes
would accrue to the public sector in spite of the proposed pubì-ic improve-

ments. While the city stalled on a decision to build the street, developers
warned that such delay tactics could hurt or even kilt the project ' The.
city finally yielded to these threats so that the much sought-after development project would be

built.

Commercial d,evelopment so mystifies and- attracts the imagination

and-

interest of politicians , that local politicians will make many concessions in
order to obtain Large scale developments. And to get this development
other priorities are ignored., concessions are made and the d-ecision-making
occurs in a behind-the-scenes setting that is beyond public scrutiny:
Because these modern day cathed-rals perform a wide variety
of uses and functions in tire city, theydo not fit the established
ad.ministrative procedures for civic development. Thus , -zoning
have been
bt-h;.; building codes and other legal procedures development
the
facilitate
altered to meet tËe competition and to

of our Ville Marie.

Often it appears to the Public that the city is making concessions
to the developer on all sides , while the develoPer laments that
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thecityisbeingtoorestrictiveand.inhibiting,,imaginative,'

development. And finally it appears to many that decisions
are reached in secret (Ín camera) negotÍations between the
developer and the city officials. The results of such
negotiations have ranged from acrimony to disenchaûtment wiih ,ro orru r."tty verÌy satisfied with ihe proces t.49

Dr. Collier
is a

notes that "the impression that any major development

good development has pervaded. both

City Co-uncil and the City's

49G)
Planning Deartment" in Vancouver. In all cities , politicians, planners
and Downto\¡/n businessmen aggressively pursue this much cherished

development:

-

Local businessmen, civic officials and civic arts committees
have concentrated their efforts on building and maintaining
a "vibrant and beautiful" downtown...the hunger for development -- of anykind -- is a deep seated concern in every
Canadian City.
This hunger for development takes on dream-like qualities.
Even though suffering serious financial limitation, cities

and towns search for the elixir which will lead them into
"promised- land". . .Thoggh the "cathedrals" are
important too as tax sources, they satisfy less tangibì.e
desires such as notoriety and. publicity and magnet-like,
these cathedrals seem to draw other opportlrnities and
developments to their cities. . .

their

If any one class of people is susceptible to dreams of this
sort, it is the locally elected officiaLs . With few exceptions
they see their political careers resting on their ability to
attrac{ these large scale developments to their city.:u

,

And such an aggressive pursuit of developments seem to be based less on

it will directly benefit the city than on the undefinable "mystique" that
skyscrapers hold for public officials. A Vancouver project, ProjecÎ- 2O0,
appears to be a project of dubious value to the city. This project was

how

promoted through vigorous public relations efforts and the politians quickly
responded with

facilitating efforts . Although the city had not

made

a cost-

, the project was highly rated for the
increased tax revenues and general uplift it would give Vancouver's economy.

benefitarnlysis on theProject

2OO
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An interest group that appeared at the public hearings on this project,
offered some reserved þdgement which mi$ht serve as a caveat for

similar projects:

-

Too many concessions may be mad.e to the d.eveloper; the
project may stand idle for a long time after aPProval, awaiting luitablê market conditions; the original concept may
have been over-promotional and based on unrealistic projecttions; growth in the surrounding area may be depressed, and
the project may strain the existing municipal-gervices and
facilities at the expense of other taxpayers.)'

,tll of these doubts about a goal that has been for a long time a sacred
cow and contÍnues to be highly d.esirable, provid.e some of the principles

Dr. Collier questions
developments as a priority, given the

by which other similar projects may be judged.
the desirability of commercial

existence of other issues requiring public attention:

.

Place Vil1e-Marie and Place Bonavenutre urere successful
and well worth the money the City expended on them. But
there \rere other areas where money and much imagination
could have been diverted to deal with pressing social problems. Only the residents of Quebec can say which areas
these were, but it is important f or all Canadians to remember
from these experiences that while we are caught up in the
dream and romance of the shining neur cathedrals in our downtown areas, there are other areas of thg cÍty that are equally
as important and must not be ignored.52

Downtown Redevelopment

:

Conclusions

The study of the process of Dovmtown redevelopment yields much
experience that is useful in evaluating the Downtown Winnipeg plan's

it appeared. Both positive principles and
from this study. Vihen allowances are made for the

proposals and context in which
negative ones emerge

varying circumstances between these other NorthAmerican cities andWinnipeg,
the redevelopment principles serve as valid criteria

for evaluating

the
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Downtown 'Winnipeg plan
1

.

.

The following outline summarizes these criteria:

An accurate perception of the obstacles facing a red.evelopment effort.

These problems may include the absence of political and business
leadership and a general unattractiveness of the Downtown as

.
2.

a

location for development.

A large private role. Since the private s,ector will be the major
instrument of redevelopment, its participation is absolutely necessary.

There must first of all be a significant private sector interest in
Downtown redevelopment; there must also be a native d.eveloper

interested in the development of the city and with resources large

-

enough

to carry out the development. The private sector must

provide leadership and initiative and organize special interest groups

to support and encourage the redevelopment effort.

3.

A public role including the f ollowing elements

:

an integrated and feasible development plan

- establishment of a public authority to implement the plan and,
supervise and co-ordinate the redevelopment effort

- facilitating zoning and building code provisions
- incentives in the form of public land acquisition for developers
and.

tax advantages to developers

- public

development of integrated institutional and public facilities

and amenities structures or key incentive structures such as

parking garages or convention centres

- public improvements to the transportation

system

But several negative principles also emerge from the redevelopment
experience and \¡arn against repetitiorr in the Winnipeg situation:

- a Poor PercePtion of problems that results in treating sJ.rnptoms
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rather than the underlying problems

- unnecessary and- unþstified subsid-ies to developel's
- an overzealous and unjustified. pursuit of commercial d-evelopment
- a closed planning and decision-making process preventing public
participation and scrutiny
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The Process of Planning and PoliticaL Decision-Making
The previous section has examined the nature of the process of Down-

tovn redevelopment and has concluded by raising some issues relating to the
process of planning and political decision-making. This section
.planning and decision-making as

will explore

it relates to the establishing of public

policy for Downtown redevelopment with the objective of establishing
relevant criteria by which the process of planning and political decisionmaking that led to the Downtown Winnipeg plan can be evaluated.

The Planning Process

.,

The literature in the area of urban planning has recently been critical

of the traditional planning style that worked in isolation from the people for
whom plans urere being

made. Herbert Gans outlines this question in People

and Plans:

Planning is a method of pubtic decision-making which emphasizes
explicit goal-choice and rational goal-means determination, so
that decisions can be based on the goals people are seeking and
on the mo-ct effective programs to achieve them. In theory, city
planning should be an application of that method to cities, but in
practise, it has been an art plied by a profession dedicated to a
set of narrowly architechrral goals and to land-use and design
programs for realizing them. As a result, city planning has not
paid much attention to people's- goaLs , eff ective means , or to the
urgent problems of the cities.)J
One basic

principle of planning is that it be goal-oriented and that:

Planners must begin with the goals of the community - and of its
people - and. then develop these programs which constitute the
best means for achieving the community's goals, taking care that
the consequences of these programsrdo not result in undesirable
behavioural or cost consequences . 5a
Gans presents a method.ology

for societal planning to replace the old

physical, professionalrand isolated form of planning. Gans notes that
"planners and other professionals do not monopolize on wisdom about
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goals and valuer"55 and that the planner ought to respect people's own
goals and. values and "gir.e neofl;.the opportunity, resources and freedom

to change what they want to d.o. "5o

criticisms of planning and has pro-

Gans has provided some general

posed some new directions for planners that can serve as criteria for
'evaluating the planning process. The next part oi this section supplements

the criteria for planning by presenting an example of a god planning nto..rr.57
The following case study briefly outlines the planning process that led to
the formulation of a d,evelopment plan

for central Minneapoti. lB

The planning in Minneapolis began with an exhaustive program of

research into both economic aspects and social factors , especially for the
setting of goaì.s. The planning took place in a context of little political

leadership. Because the political structure was fragmented- and disorganized.,

little direction

on planning goals could. come from

City Council.

Another planningproblem was the absence of a strong, weLl staffed and
financed planning department. In 1955, as federal highway construction
reached Minneapolis, the need for a proper harmony between the highway
program and Minneapolis' central area was realized. The question of the

future of Downtown also served to provide the reason for the establishment
of a planning department to play the planning

role. A Downtown

business

and civic leaders group, the Downtown Council , spearhead.ed. the establishment of a new planning department. A new director of planning, additional

staff and appointment of concerned businessmen to the planning commission
established the structure for planning.
Planning began with a program of research on the Downtown economy
and the market potential

for var¡n.ng forms of construction. The research

was done by outside consultants whose subsequent findings convinced
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businessmen that planning of Minneapolis' Downtourn u/as necessary.
Once this research uras completed., the next problem that faced.

planners was the question of goal determination. The planners wanted to
include the partÍcipation of the directly affected. Downtown business groups
but at the same time , to provide for general community interests. After

"bull sessions" and discussions, the planners published- a brief tentative
statement of goals

for public discretion before more d.etailed planning

continued. The planners wanted to maximize consultations d.uring the

initial planning process but they found that the people and organizations
that they contacted could not provide the necessary

time.

The next step in

the planning process required the consultation with other city agencies,

particularly the City Engineer's Department. Finally, a draft plan for
discussion was presented for public discussion. City Council was

unreceptive to the plan and did. not give it much attention because it did not
contain specific proposals for action.

fftu City Engineer's Department

was even more unreceptive because the Department's thinking was

incremental and technical,and could not comprehend the radical and concept-

ual proposals in the plan. The reaction to the plan was cool and slow.
This brief look at the planning process yieì.ds several principles that
can serve as the

1.

criteria for proper planning:

Ad.equate program of research on the problem, economic

and.

social, and information to serve as the basis for the solution.
This information must then be analyzed

and. evaluated towards

dredevelopment of a plan.

2.

The determination of planning goals with provisions for

consultation

and-

d-iscussion with other governmental agencies,

interest groups and citizens in general.

3.

Plan formulation, including the participation of some groups involved

in the goal setting process.
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The Process of Political Decision-Making

This section is interested in the making of decisions for public action;
Dahl and. Lindblom call

it the process

of rational calèulatiorr.59 Accord.ing

to their framework for rational calculation, which serves as the modeL for

political decision-making, three categories are relevant

:

1'. the process f or inf ormation and communication by which decision
makers u-re girre.t information on people's goals and. preferences;

2. the process for reducing the number

and complexity of variables -

the process of research and formulation of alternative policy choices;

3. the mechanis.m for

scheduling goals which include voting and

autonomous goal choice by political d-ecision makerr.60

Democratic political theory has developed the principle that d,ecision makers

are to represent, protect and promote the public interest. Recent writing,
however, has questioned this principle. Anthony Downs in ,\n Economic Theory
of Democracy, has contended that "political parties in a democracy formulate

policy strictly as a means of gaining votes. They do not seek to gain office in
order to carry out certain.preconceived. policies.

Dr. Collier's

Contemporary Cathedrals has made the same point.62
The follouring principles , based on the principles of d.emocratic political
thought should guide poLitical decision makers:

I.

a direct knowledge of public preferences and goals that

is a resuLt

of consultation with the public;
pìanning and decision-maki.rg63, urra to properly result in the

expression of.the public interest

;

3. the principle democratic morality
public, not private intere

sï..64

and the making of decisions

in the
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4. encouragement of direct citizen participation in decision-making
by offering effective opportunities for participation. The citizenrs

rights include the right to know, the right to access, the right to

fair f orum, and the right to appeal;

b5

5. a cost-benefit approach in decision-making to avoid the making of

poor economic d,ecision, .66

Conclusion

This second chapter has provided the basis of an evaluation of the
Downtgwn

V/itnÞeg plan by establishing criteria relevant to such

evaluation.

'We

looked

found. that a market

first at the question of commercial

for commercial

an

development and

d.evelopment was the key factor required-

before any plan, no matter how repute of incentives, can encourage large
scale d.evelopment. The examinatioir of the process of Downtown red-evelopment has shown that leadership and

participation by the private sector is

absolutely essential, as is a strong facilitating roLe on the part of the

public sector. Finally, the examination of the process of planning

and

poì.itical decision-making has irrdicated that this process has been the
weakest link in the making of good policy

for

Downtown redevelopment.
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ChaPter III
An Evaluation of the Downtown \\[innipeg Plan
Introduction

first chapter provided the setting of this study rvhile the second
deveì-oped- the criteria for evaluation. This third chapter performs

The
chapter

the evaluation of the plan by utilizing the criteria that were established in

first section will present the plan in some d.etail
drawing heavily on the plan,itself , the second section will present the
the last chapter. The

findings of a consultant's report on the Downtown'Winnipe.q plan,and the
third- section will present some of the criticism that was offered at the
publ-ic hearings

Chapter

.

The next section reiterates the criteria that emerged from

II. Finally,the questions that u/ere posed in the first chapter are

answered by performing the evaluation of the plan, and of the process of
planning and political decision-making that led to the

plan. The evaluation

will raise more questions than it will answer . As indicated at the outset,
this study is a pioneer eff ort in a previously unexplored area. The
purpose is to raise some of the salient issues and to provide a basis for

further research in this area.
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The Background for the D oumtown Wlnnlpsg_Plan
Background and Summary

For decades, the Downtown had remained stagnant in terms of new
construction: there had been none since the second world urar. The only
major structure put up in the Downtown \r/as the Royal Bank Building ínL964.
Although various proposal ,67 fo" Downtown redevelopment had. been proposed

in the late fifties and throughout the sixties, no major plan for Downtown
red-evelopment was consid-ered-

until Earl Levin

'u/as appointed.

Director of

'Winnipeg. He was
Planning f or tire Metropolitan Corporation of Greater
previously with Murray V. Jones Associates in Toronto and had been in the
process of working on a report for Winnipeg's Metropolitan Corporation on a
ConceptuaÌ Red.evelopment Plan

for Downtovn \)/i.nnipeg.68 Earl Levin

was

appointed Director of Planning in early 1968 and he immediately began the

preparation of a plan for Downtown red.evelopment in Winnipeg. The plan
was

finally completed and presented to the public in April 1969. Public

hearings were held on the plan throughout 1969 on three occasions:
July 16th, July 3Oth and November 30th. Immediately after the plan was
made public

in the spring of 1969 it was met by a large outcry from the City

of Winnipeg and particularly Mayor Juba. Many of the proposals of the
Downtown Winnipeg plan were questionedrand in order to obtain a sense of

validity and legitimacy for the plan, the Metropolitan Corporation hired

a

group of consultu.rt16å perform an economic evaluation of the plan. lr4ean-

while, public hearings

'u/ere heLd on JuIy 16th and July 30th and on

November 30th, just after the feasibility study had been completed.

After the public hearings, the plan was adopted and approved by the
Metropolitan Council as by-law t554.
Government approved the

plan.

Sul¡sequently, the Proyincial

The Director of Planning and. Bernie Woi-fe,
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Vice-Chairman of lv'tretropolitarr Council, and a strong supporter of Downtown
redevelopment, made plans to take the plan to Eastern Canada to acquaint
developers an<l investors of the opportunities for commercial development

in Downtown Winnipeg. Billboard,s \Mere made and l.ocated in Winnipeg
Eastern Canada to promote the
discussions were held between

and

plan. Meanwhile, behind the scenes
the p"i..*¿au-.eì.opers and Metro. The

convention centre, an issue ì-ong in the discussion stage between the

Metropolitan Corporation and the Provincial- Government, began to absorb
most of the energies of the responsible officials

.

One new an.nouncement,

the Holid,ay Inn, a project proposed several years ago, u/as announced in

centre. Other hotel and apartment
been proposed. and will be buj.lt rvhen there is enough

response to the proposed corr¡ention
d.evelopm"rrtrTohave

market d,emand to þstify them. At the time of writing of this study, the
final steps u/ere being taken towards the financing of the convention centre.
Downtown redeveì-opment had become
announced

lost as an issue since the p1.an was

in 1969. But more recently, Councillor

Jack

Willis has been

making references to the plan and to Downtown red.evelopment in his bid for

mayor of Winnipe/,l and

it is possible

tha.t the question of Downtown

redevelopment and the plan in particular may again become

issues.

Given

this possibility, the evaluation presented in this study becomes a topical
as well as an academic one.

one
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The Foundation for the Downtown \MinnipegPleLn:
The Murra.y V. Jones Stud.v _
_

The planning process began with a study of the problems of redevelopment and- the formulation of a conceptual red-evelopment plan

for

Downtou/n

W'innipeg. The study was undertaken by M. V. Jones and Associates of

Toronto. Their report identified the problems of Downtown redevelopment and. proposed. the concept
concept

for redevelopment that was to be the essentj.al

in the Downtown Winnipeg plan fbrmulated by the Metropolitan

Corporation's Planning Department. The consultant's findings 'were as
follows

, 72
1. 'Winnipeg has experienced

a decentralization to the suburbs
of previõusly downtou/rr activitíes that have left behind a Iot
of vacant land.

2. Feasibility studies show that many downtown functions such
as retailing, offices , government, finance , health serv_ices
will expand but not to ã significantly large extent to utilize
the vacant space that exists.

3.

Consequently the only other use for the Downtown land would
be in iis redevelopment for residential purposes
has been a breakdown in the Dorvntown real estate
market for the following reasons :

4. There

- speculation by existing owners of Downtourn land who

are unrvillingto permit redevelopment at a reasonable
land price.

-

d.evelopers are limited in the rent ceilings-they can impose
becausã of relatively lower income levels that prevail in
in'Winnipeg as opposed to other .Western Canadian cities.

spite of the large amount of downtown land, there are
'- in
wil.ling sellers and no willing buyers.

no

- the property tax structure and level in Winnipgg ha-s been
risiñg át a rat" higher than in other V,Iestern Canadian cities.

At thã same.time,tñis imped.iment co-exists with lower per
capita incomes in Winnipeg. The City of Winnipeg has the
highest mill rate of all Winnipeg municipalities . Particularly
wiih regard to apartment construction, the effective tax burden
is higher in Winnipeg than in other Western cities.

competitive mortgage loan
proposals because of high land costs, difficult Ìand assembly, the
Downtown's poor residential environment, relatively low incomes

5. It is difficult for d.evelopers to submit
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placing limits on rent scales, and the high levels of property
taxation
Given the above findings, the only possible concept for redevel"opment

is resid.ential apartment construction. But in ord.er to make this kind. of
construction possible, two obstacles must

first

be overcome. The

first

is that the cost of land must be competitive with other locations in the city,
and-

the second is that the Downtourn environment must be improved consider-

ably in order to make it into attractive living quarters. The concept of

a

Downtown resident population then emerges as the key to the redevelopment of Downtovm Winnipeg. The

report notes that:

As transportation technology permitted the physical e-xpansion
of cities , the newly opened land- on the peripheries of cities
was used for residential construction. When the suburban
. population had grou/n enough to constitute a market, retail
stores and- othei commerciãl services followed. . .In brief ,
commerce and industry f olÌowed the people.
The obvious corollary is that a significant expansion of the
residential popuLation in the downfown would do_a great deal
to buttress its retail and commercial operations by providing
an easily accessible market and pool of labour. Thus, downtou/n shóps , offices and institutiorr¡; could then fulfill a loca1
as well tt á.t"opolitan function.T3
.The findings of

this report then began public policy for redevelopment

of the Downtown Winnipeg. The consistency between this study and the
Downtown \Ã/.innipeg plan is not surprising when

Levin was the guiding light behind both of these
study done by

M.V.

lli¡¡lpç-q plan.

Jones and he was the chief

it is realized that Earl
reports: he began the

architect of the Downtown
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The Downtou/n \[/.innipeg PIan
The ConceUL
The principal goal of the plan is the attraction of a resident population

to the Downtownrthrough the improvement of the area as a living environment by the provision of public amenities and by offering incentives to

developers.to build in the Downtown. The pì.an expects to attract
new residents and $260 million

75,OOO

in public and private investment, of which

$60 million will be public investmerrt.T4 This section of the study presents
the philosophy of the plan, and the strategies that are expected to result in

plan. Much of this part ui-ill rely on the use of quotes
from the plan, the first of which introduces the concept of a Downtou/n

the realization of the

resident population:

If the Downtown is to be revitalized
place in the life of the Metropolitan

and-

brought to its appropriate

com-mrrnity, it can onþ be
äccomplished through the intioduction of large numbers_of people
into the central area; and this can only be accomplished , in
Winnipeg's circumstances, through the introduction. . .of new
residénts . What is required is a very large increase in
Downtor.vn's resident population; which means that some w-ay
must be found to stimulate the {evelopment of high density apartment bLocks in the Downtown. /5

A,fter having identi-fied the importance of the market, the plan goes on to
suggest that there is a sufficient potential market for apartments in the

Metropolitan area to ensure the necessary scale of d.evelopment in the Downtown

Metro expects to channel approximately 1.l4to Il3 of the apartment
d.evelopments from the suburbs to the Dow-ntown

area, by making Downtown

as equally attractive a proposition to developersras suburbsrand by eliminating
the inhibiting factors of developing apartments in the Downtown arearsuch as
the extreme di-fficulty in assembling parcels of land large enough to take

large-scale apartment development, the higher cost of this land itself,and
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relatively higher tax asses.-"rrt.76 Other deterrent influences have
been the generallyunattractive environment of the Dovmtown, the lack of ameniand

ties, and the problems of traffic

and

parking. These problems will

be

overcome by the Downtown Winnipeg plan:

A plan for the Downtown which has as its objectives^the
restoration of the centre of the city to a condition of vitality
and the creation there of a vigorous centre of the cultural,
entertainment, and commercial life of the Metropolitan
community, must be based on measures which will overcome
the prevailingdisadvantages of Downtown residential
develoPment. / /

The ptan continues and buitds an argurrlent that large steps must be
taken by the public sector to rebuild the Downtown because the Downtown
cannot rebuild itself

.

Conceding that the exj.sting downtown has already

re-

in apartment developments , the authors of the plan are quick to
cautíon th.at such incremental development is inadequate:
sulted-

It is true that most recently, -in the last two or three months ,
there has been a stir of interest in development in the central-

area, and a nuûrber of apartment and commercial projects have
been announced. This stir has been interpreted in some
quarters as proof that development in the Downtown will occur
ás part of thã normal course of events, and that no special
measures are necessary to stimulête such activity. As
indicated in an earlier section of this report, such a view j.s
illusory. There may be'the occasional project developed as
par:t of tire normal course of events -- the Downtown has in
iact been receiving about two new buildings per year for the
last fifteen years - but the rate of such developmen_ts will not
be enough tð effect any significant changes in the character of
the DouÃ.town, and will ce-itainly not be enough to stimulate
any large scale investment and devel_opment program! r_ þst as ,t
it iras n"ot been able to do so during the last coupÌe of decades. /-

The Proposals
The plan then argues that purposive measures must be undertaken to
make the Downtown a significantly more attractive area

for residential apart-

ment development. One measure has alread-y been undertaken: the re-zoning

of land. in the Dorvrrtown to permit much higher densities of apartment develop-
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ment

'7((10:1)./v Another factor is the already approved tax freeze for develop-

ments

in the Downtown

u-t"u".BO

The next important contribution that the public sector can make is to

facilitate the parking requirement in the Downtown aréa by relieving
developer of the responsibility for providing parking facilities:

'

the

The private developer should not be expected to provide his
own parking. Parking should be provided comprehensively,
by a publicãuthority õr a quasi-public authority on an economic
bäsii, and in accorãance with an overall scheme of parkite
places available so that every sp_ecific destination in the Downtown is adequately served by parking in close proximity. ..

In order to carry these ptinciples into effect, it wiì.l require
a very considerabLe degree of public involvement in the
acquisiti"tt gq sites, as-well ¿rs j.n the development of parking
structures . or
These measures would:

help reduce the cost of renting an apartrnent, they could help
to increase the amount of landscaped open space around apartment blocks , and most important of aLl, they could increase the
economic attractiveness õf building apartment blocks Dorvntown.
can be expected. that if the apartment developer is relieved of
the burclen óf having to provide very expensive parking spaces
on the very expensive land of the Downtown, by"t at the same time
having the ar..l"arl." that parking spàces will be available to his
tenants out of the general supplybf Downtown parking, development of Downtown iites for apartments will become an economic-

It

ally attractive proPosition. 82

The next set of proposals concern the improvement of the quality of the
Downtown environment as a place

for working and living. The first

pr:o-

posal is for a weather protected- ped.estrian system connecting much of the
Dorvntown

area. The second proposal calls for

Downtor,vn inc.luding
and.

parks.

the provision of open space

winter gard.ens, enclosed green spaces r a conservatory

The third. proposal designed. to improve the environment of

Downtown $/innipeg would be the provision of public recreation

facilities

consisting of an aquarium, a conservatory, a skating rink and a swimming
pool and a library.
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In summary, the elements of the plan are:

1. The encouragement of high density apartment development I
Z. The public acquisition of land in strategic locätions for development rr,rith parking structures combined- with other uses;

3. The creation of a weather protected pedestrian circulation
system at a level above ground, probably fifteen or sixteen
feet, which wilt link together all of the ma jor locations of the

Downtown, ancl ul.timately provide shel-tered access to every

part of the Downtown;

4. The creation of a public

open space system, including a series

of "winter gard-ens" which

would- provide

year round green

spaces;

5.

The d.evelopment of public recreation facilities such as a

conservatory, aquarium, enclosed skating rink, swimming
pool, etc. as part of the public investment in stimulating the
development of the Downtown, but also as part of the public

provision of amenities to serve the Metropolitan area.
These are the goals and. method.s of the plan. But what is the rationale for
public policy and. for the expenditure of close to $160 million in public funds?
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Rationale for Pub.lic Policy for Downtown Reclevelopment
The rationale

for public action to redevelop the Downtown is developed

folÌows. The authors of the plan point to several areas such
as the need to utilize the existing public capital investment in utilities and

by the report as

services , the large private investment consisting of valuable buildings , a

large labour: force

and.

pa¡rroll

and. volume

of business; the image of

Winnipeg as an area of private investment; and the improvement of the quality
of

life for existing residents of the Winnipeg community.
It is argued that there is already a heavy public capital investment

of

utilities and services that is being largely under-utilized. At the same time,
suburban expansion requires ì.arge capital expend.itures for utilities and
services. It is cheaper to service a concentrated. high density population
than a lower density sifuation that is found in the suburbs. Consequently,
the plan argues tha,t economics of scale in the provision of services and

utilities

can be realized by developing high densities in the Downtown.

The private sector's large stake in the Downtown consisting of the value
of buildings , the size of the labour force, the volume of business and payrolL

is higher than in other areas of the city. The public revenues from this
private investment are also appropriately high. The report thus

that, "it

does not seem reasonable that a section of the

conclud-es

city which is

so

important to the a.rea''s economy, and which represents such a valuable public
and private interest should be allowed to decline and be dispersed through the
83
slow process of d.ecentralization, attrition and. neglect.''

The longest argument that

is offered for redevelopment relates the

future of the whole of Metropolitan Winnipeg to the health and d¡l-namism of
the Downtown. Winnipeg must change its image as a slow growth city in

order to attract the necessary investment that vi1l "shore up" its tax base
and general economic

health. In order to attract this new investment,

authors contend that W'innipeg's image ntust be changed!

the
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The character and personality of a city are expressed by its
Downtown; the image of a city whjch is presented to the world
is that which is projected by its central business district. The
truth of this proposition becomes immediatell apparent when one
calls to mind the great cities of the wor1d. The image which the
names Paris, New York, London, Copenhagen conjure up is the
image of their central area; and it is so not merely f or the
greatest cities but generally for all cities.

At the present timer'Winnipeg has lost some ground. to other cities
in the Canadian hierarchy, and particularly has lost some ground
to Calgary and Edmonton. as the great metropolis of Western
Canada. Winnipeg's image has deteriorated to some extent over
the last decade br two, which has been a reflection of the city's
relatively modest rate of growth of population and new development
when compared with other centres in Canada where growth has been
d¡rnamic
'Winnipeg

is now at the point where it must build. a ne'w character
and a new image which will- command con-fidence and admiration
if it is to attract the t¡rpe and magnitude of investment which will
enabl-e it to continue to occupy a place amongst the first rank of
Canadian cities. Such a cha;acter and such an image can only
be created in the Downtown.Ö4

I*proving the quality of life is another obiective in redevelopment of
the Downtown. As the report notes, grorvth as an end is not to be pursued
unless there is an accompanying 'igrowth of personal opportunity and enrichment of

life."85 But growth and. investment are necessary if

Winnipeg is to

attract people with talent, energJr and dedication for high achievement;

it is argued that only an attractive
,A.lthough not much of a case

Downto\r¡n can

is

made

and

attract such people.

for an improved tax base in

the

report, N{etro politicians have been quick to point to this result as a tangible
result of Downtown red,evelopment. Meanwhile,the d-irector
of planning for Metro has indicated. that a "nice Downtown" is a worthwhile

and worthwhile

goal ín itself

. Others

see the plan's main rationale as an economic develop-

ment pf.rr.Bfofre plan thus

is characterizeð.as an aesthetic p1an, an economic

d.evelopment plan,and a social planrdepending on the

interest and perspective of

the individual that supports redevelopment of the Doumtor,vn.
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The NeedforPublic Sector Involvement
The author of the plan anticipated many of the arguments that rvould
Later be presented against the plan by including a strong section on the
necessity for public sector involvement and expenditure. This section makes

a strong case for^ the need for publÍc involvement in Downtown redevelopment
and.

attacks the af gument that red-evelopment can occur on

its own {rrough the

efforts of the private sector. According to the p1an, the deterioration of
the Downtown

cLoes

not seem to be abating even in spite of the recent trend.

towards natural private commercial redevelopment

:

The picture (of the Downtown) that emerges is not one rvhich
reveals flourishing development and vigourous activity in the
central area, in spite of the indicated strength of the services
sector of the economy. Nor is there any reason to believe that
whatever neu/ growth is taking place is of a sufficient order of
magnitude to fill all the empty spaces and general new vitality
in the Downtown. The overriding impression is one of very slow
growth, perhaps even too slow to off set the continuing loss of
population and enterprise; of large areas used for surface
parking; of old and obsoÌete buildings with low silhouettes; a
general atmosphere of vacancy, decline, and dereliction hanging
over most of the central business district, relieved only by one
or tw'o busy thoroughfares and one or two major nodes or concentrations of activity.
But these characteristics too are not peculiar to Winnipeg.
They belong almost universally to the cities of this continent.
And other cities of this continent have also found that the Downtown has required deliberate and specific proerams to enable it
to overcome solne of the forces tending to reduce its strength and

its resou"."r.

87

At the time of 1¡g formulationof theplan, the recent developments in the
Downtown u/ere just

beginning. It was not exDected at that time that they would

have any significant impact on the Dovntown, and even no'w, although seven

or eight new structures have been built in the Downtown, the central area is

still characterized as being very

much vacant and barr"rP.B

R..ording to the

plan, this trend of sporadic development will not be adequate to rebuild the
Downtown.

Bz.

The Planning Department's case is that Downtown redevelopment cannot occur on its own without a large d.egree of public participation:

There is a feel.ing in some sectors of W-innipeg that the present
trends, operating under the influence of the present market forces
will somehow or other generate a surge of development in the
Downtown, sufficient to overcome its present inertia and remake
it into a d¡rnamic, flourishing central area, without any significant
pubLic effort or expenditure of public money. On the basis of
Winnipeg's record so far, and on the basis of experience in other
North'Añrerican cities, this v-iew is completely iliusory.89
In fact, Metro's contention

is that "in few

cases has the reversal of the

d.ecline of a central area occurred. sponta.neously, without d-eliberate
planned public

and.

or combined public and private effort."90

The City of Winnipeg and. particularly Mayor Juba has opposed. the public

incentives on the ground.s that the city is redeveloping on its own anyway with
the assistance of a temporary tax freeze initiated by the City of Winnipegl
Development is taking place downtown
w-ith the tax freeze. . .

right

no'w. .

.particularly

I just don't see the spending of $50 million in public funds
Where will the money come from?
I just don't see why they should ¡ush when construction in the
d.owntown area is going-ahead .91
Metro's response is that the experiences of other cities would be a good
indication of what kind. of planning

and-

public participation u/as required. to

bring about redevelopment '
The research for the Downtown plan examined the experiences of other

cities and concluded that Winnipeg's Downtown will need a large degree of
planning and public investment. In dispelling the theory that development can

occur unaided, the report pointed to several significant differences between

the situation of Winnipeg and other cíties that have been developing rapidly.

At least three factors have been different.

83.
The

first is the comparatively higher

cities, like Tbronto and Montreal

grou/th rate of other developing

:

Several factors must be recognized. in the recent history of the
Downtown of these cities which di-fferentiate them markedly from
and
\ÃIinnipeg. The first is that the basic size of these cities,
'Winnipeg's.
the mágnitude of their growth are vastly greater than
Each of these cities is more than four times as big as Winnipeg.
Toronto adds a population of about 70,000 people to its numbers
every year. . .\Minñipeg added on the average about 8,000 people
per year. The demand created by the 70'000 neur people each
year, for housing, jobs, serwices, etc. is enormous, and while
much of that demand is satisfíed in the suburbs, there is enough
into the central area and make a
of it left over to find its way
"
noticeable impact there .92

A second factor is that there is a general or specific economic activity
very

mu.ch

responsible for the growth in these other cities

:

Calgary and Edmonton are also sometimes pointed to as having
enjoyed a high level of Downtown investment entirely without
public aid or "p1anning". In the case of the Alberta cities , their
stimulus to grourth came from the development of the oil industry:
Before the discovery of Leducrthey were very srnall rural service
centres. With the discovery 4nd development of the province's
oil resources, these two cities underwent a ieconstruction and
transformation which changed them fromrural service centres for
servicing the oil industry. But even here it is completely misleading to say that the Downtowns of these cities experienced a
"spontanious " surge in development. On the one hand the surge
was stimulated by the profound and revolutionary change in the
economic base; and on the other hand "planning" of both of these
communities , and in particular the planning of the Downtown, was rìô
perhaps the most comprehensive and sophisticated of any in Canada.vJ
The third factor that Metro discovered is that there u¡as an ind-irect

influence of public investment in the city's transportation system:

But perhaps the most important factor of a1l, in terms of its
direðt impact on the Downtown has been, in the case of both of
these cities (Toronto and Montreal), the construction of the
undergrouncl rapid transit system. lt is estimated that the
build.iñg of 4t miies of the Toronto subway between Union Station
and Eglington .Avenue sparked development along its route in the
order of $10 billion. What must be remembered, however, is that
it cost $67 million to build the subway, and this was a public
expenditure. In essence, it was the enormous expenditure of
public money on the subway systems of both Montreal and Toronto
which \Mere the direct spark setting off the so-called "spontaneolrs"
or "unaj{ed" explosion of development in the Downtowrr of those
cities .94
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Implementation of thç D"*ttto*tt Wi"ttip.,q P
The real test of a good plan is the feasibility of its proposals and a

clear program of implementation. Metro feels that there is enough of an
apartment market in Winnipeg to

fitl 800-1,000 units per year in the Down-

tovn area. (The total apartment units constructed per year are about
3,000)9fto rr"* growth is expected - þst a rechanneling of part of the
present apartment market to the Downtown:
The vast transformation visualized by the plan can be realizedwithin the present means of the community, and does not depend
upon some unforeseen new explosion of population or the
establishment of lar$e scale new industries. The pì.an can be
realized not necessarily through sudden ne'w sources of revenues
or masses of population, but through the relocation of our present
resources in itrese fields. The shiJt of about Il4 to 1/3 of-ttre
norrnal expected nerlr population growth from the suburbs to the
Downtoìvn, and the re-allocation of relatively modest public
expenditures in the same direction can bring the plan to fruition
wtihin the proposed plan period. !6

The public sector's part in the Dov¿ntown Plan is to improve the quality
of the living environment through the provision of public amenities and by

providing incentives to apartment developers through the construction of the
parking structures. Since the major public und.ertakings involve acquiring
the land- for the parking structures and. amenities, the public sector's

first

responsibility is the acquisition of land.
Metro makes few specific proposals about how the plan can be implemented

- other

than to indicate the nature and approximate cost of the pubLic

participation.
More recently a bi-level committee consisting of Metro and the provincial
government has been set up to plan

for the convention centre. The convention

centre is mentioned in the plan but was not an integral part of the public
expenditure calculations

. There is a commitment to build a convention

centre

with public fund s but as yet the details of financing have not been determined.
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The convention centre is expected. to bring the larger scale convention
market to Winnipeg for the benefit of the commercial and hotel business.
Once the Downtown \I/innipee_ plan had been presented. to Winnipeg

businessmen, investors and. d-evelopers, it was taken to Montreal

and.

Toronto by Metro and the Industrial Development Board of Greater
Winnipeg in order to in-form these Eastern businessmen of the investment
oppor:tunities and the various incentives and advantages for investors in
Downtown Wl.nnipeg.

Preliminary Comment on the Downtown 'Winnips.q Plan
Bef

ore proceeding to the evaluation itself , the existing evaluation and

comment on the plan

will be presented-. This

comment stands on

its

own as

a worthwhile part of the public record on the debate around the plan,and. it

also serves as a source of commentary for the evaluation that this study

tries to perform.

Metro expected that independent and objective evaluation of the Downtown Winnipeg plan wouLd be a useful way of adding credibility totheplanand to

its proposals. Although Metro politicians denied. charges that the plan was

86.
merely a dream and that public expenditures would be recoverable and contended complete confidence in the plan, a group of

consultants 'were eventually

asked to carry out a feasibility study of the plan.

A feasibility study of the Downtown PIan was commissioned by Metro

areas: the general feasibility of the plan; the
feasibility of the parking proposals, commercial facilities, and potentialfor
to

comment on the following

air rights leases; and to provide a cost benefit review of provid.ing the public
amenities. At the outset, the report accepted the following criteria as datum:

1.
2.

The necessity of provid-ing incentives to d.evelopers in order

to stimulate development of the city's core.

The need- to provid.e amenities presently lacking in d,owntown
so as to stabilize the lons-term desirability of the
Yr:rrtq?e,
area.

These questions \¡/ere not to be considered b¡r the consultants because:

Decisions on these matters are necessarily political ones ; as
such, it is the responsibility of the elected f epresentatives to
place values on the aesthetic., cultural, and other benefits and
costs occurring frB5n the plan, and so ascertain whether that
plan is desirable. Yo
But the feasibility study did evaluate the proposals in the plan even

it

if

avoided comment on the objectives and the general concepts behind these

proposals. The summary99 cf their findings is as follows:

A. The Overall Plan
1".

Whereas the provision of public parking is an incentive,
the major attiaction is the overall plan with its inherent
amenities of parks , climate controlled skyways , etc.

2. That in order for all parking to be centralized in public
facilities, a legalZõmmitment for the completion and maintenance of the parking must be made to the developer.
3. A final decision respecting the adoption of the overallplan
by the responsible levels of government is necessary
immediately, if current development in the area is not to
be stiffled by lack of direction and interference.

4. In the event that the overalÌ plan cannot be immediately
adopted because of the controversy i1 re-spect to public
pu.rking, then alternatively the plan shouLd be modified so

Bl

.

that the provision of amenities such as parks , winter
gardens, climate controlled pedestrian walks r convervãtories, etc. may not be lost to Downtown Winnipeg.

B. Parking
1. Initiatly the provision of public parking must be unprofitable.
2. With the development of existing surface lots and realization
of new commercial development, the parking can eventually
become profitable.

C.

Commercial

1. New commercial development staged to apartment construction
is feasible and profitable

2.

D. Air

The anticipated surpluses from commercial rental will not
approach the level contemplated in the report, "Do'wnto'wrl
Winnip.g". Your consultants believe that existing retail
and service facilities in the downto'u/n area wíll absorb a
larger proportion of the disposable income from the proiected
incieased population than estimated in the report, "Downtown
\tr/innipeg".
Rights

Potential for air rights lease income exist but only at the later
stages of completion of the overall plan.
E.

Public Amenities
1. The scope of public amenities presently envisioned in the report
"Downtown Winnipeg" cannot be financed in total from surplus
revenues accruing from the operation of B, C, and D provisions.

2. However, a commitment for the construction of amenities must
be made initially if the plan is to be realized. Lt is theref ore
recommended to commit the employment of surplus new tax
revenues for this purpose. The apportionment of tax dollars
may be revised-jn the future as surplus revenues from B, C,
and D are realized.
The above findings are of course summaries of more specific observations
Some of the more dubious questions, such as

air rights

l-ease revenues and

public deficits for parking operations,recejve sympathetic evaluation in the
summary when compared to the more reserved. observations contained in the

text of the report. \Mith regard to parking, the consultants found that:

BB.

In the initial stages of d-evelopment the corporation will aknost
of necessity have to absorb fairly large deficits from the

operation...

.

. .. .parking structures will become comnercially viable only
wherl almost alÌ surface parking presently in the target area is
eliminated .100

The feasibility stud.y looked at the operations of the Toronto Parking

Authorityrand found from this experience that the principle of taxing those
who benefit most from the public parking structures rl¡as used to offset the

costs of providing thisform of commercially unprofitable parking. This
means that those who stand. to gain the most

commercial openators

-

should- be assessed

-

apartment d-evelopers and

either a specific tax or that

allocation of surplus taxes resulting from better business in their area be
made

to support public parking structures. The report concludes this area

with this offering:
the principle of a developer paying towards the cost of public,
parliing could be applied here, providin.q it has not detrimental
effects in attrac_tinS devlþpers and sustaining non-term
desirability of the area.
The Metropolitan Corporation's Planning Department publicly inter-

pretted the feasibility report as being favourable. The Director
Planning, horvever, is not particularly enamoured with the

plan

of

as a wholet

and consequentl¡the only role the feasibility study has played until now¡is
as a source of arguments for those who appeared at the public hearings on

the plan

Public Hearines on the Do\rnto\rn Winnipes Development Plan
Public hearings on the Downtown Winnipeg plan were held through the
middle and end of 1969. Various

interest

groups

, municipal-ities

and

other organizations a.ppeared to offer observations , criticisms and
recommendations to the

plan. There was general support for the concept

89.
and general objectives contained

in the plan. The City of Winnipeg and the

City of West Kildonan, however, challenged the need for public expenditures

is a summary of the main
briefs. The essential points

proposed to stimulate development. The following

points by the various delegations that presented
made by each

brief are presented in outline form for brevity and to avoid

repetition in presentation.
The Winnipeg Chamber of Commer."lO2

The Chamber of Commerce agreed with the general principles contained

in the plan. It

made several recommendations and observations, the primary

one being that one single authority be created

for physical planning. The

chief criticism was that the Downtown Winnipeg plan was formulated without
regard to existing urban renewal plans and the Chamber recommended that
integration of all- of these plans be pursued. This organization expressed
the wish that the private sector should- carry out as much of the plan as

possible so as to minímize the expenditure of public money.
'WÍnnipeg
Committee on Urban Renewal and Redevelopment of the City of

This presentation was very brief and asked for a delay in the hearings

until the feasibility

stud"y ìvas completed and a time

period of six months

until new hearings are again convened.
Community Welfare Planning Council

This organization made several observations on the plan. The fir:st
was that the plan omitted provisions for low density housing and rehabilitation

of exi.sting housing. The pì.an was also seen as interpreting the trend-s in the
Dorvntown too

negatively. Moreover, the Downtown plan

u/as not relatecl to

go.
any of the urban renewal plans nor to the \i/innipeg .A,rea Transportation

Study. The Council did approve of the general concept in the plan but at
the same time hoped for flexibility in implementing it. The Council's proposals 'were as follows

-

:

facilitate citizen partícipation
create a single authority for plan.ning in Winnipeg
give higher priority to housing needs in the plan

carry out a cost-benefit analysis of the proposals in the plan
d,etermine

priorities for the red-evelopment of various areas of

Downtown V/innipeg.
'Winnipeg Branch of the Comrmrnity PlanningAssociation of Canada

This organization end-orsed the general recommendations of the report
but made several specific observations. The

first criticism

was the conflict

in the predictions between the Downtown Plan that expects 1-7,000 in the
St.Mary's-Broad.waysectorand.another3O,O0Ointhesurround.ingfringe,
whiLe the Winnipeg

Area Transportation Study expects a relative decl.ine in

the Downtou/n over the next twenty

years. lt

proposed that the WATS ptan

and the Downtown Plan shoutd be better integrated-. The Association also urged

a public-private development corporation to implement the plan.

Manitoba A ssociation of Architects

General support was given for the report's aim to improve the quality
of life in the Dou.ntorvn. Greater depth comment was promised as soon as
the organi zatíon had finished studying the report.

Town Planning Institute of Canada

Father John Page supported the principle of planning.embodied in the
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report but reserved

ag¡reement with the specific

details of the plan.

Downtown Businessmen's Association and Monarch Life

Unqualified approval on behalf of downtown businessmen was registered
by

C.l. Rogers, tle President of the above organization. Mr.

Rogers

emphasized that the report be adopted. as soon as possible so that steps

towards its implementation could be taken.

Industrial Development Board of Greater V/innipeg
The goals of improving the quality of life and of economic growth were

strongly endorsed by this organization.
The City of Winnipeg 103
The City of Winnipeg asked for adjournment of public hearings until
the feasibility stud.y on the pì.an was completed and. available, and that six
morths elapserafter the

report is available for stud-yrbefore comment. The

City also expressed its reluctance to agree with the principle of publicly
provided off-street parking. Regret that the City had not been consulted,
during the formulation of the plan was also registered

.

The Manitoba Association of Architects
Among the recommend-ations offered- by this group were:

- Co-op€ration of all

governmental authorities

- efforts be taken to implement the plan and. not to *.i1 ¡6¡ the
Boundaries

-

C ommis

sion report

although the establishment of a red.evelopment corporation is

a good idea, implernentation of the plan should not wait until such
a body is established
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the plan itself must be made flexible so that just por:tions of

it if necessary,could

be implemented

- co-ordinate the plan w-ith other plans

such as the Winnipeg Area

Transportation Study, Urban Renewal Area #Z
and-

develop a

priority

urra #3

reports

for the public expenditures for

system

these pìans
The architects concurred with the findings of the feasibility study.

Dou¡ntown Businessmen's Associu-ti.,r,
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ln its second presentation to the hearings , this organization
the following points

emphasized

:

the plan is desirable, feasible, realistic and essential to an
urban living environment for Downtown \üinnipeg

- co-operation of all levels of government is urgent in reaching

a

consensus on the plan

- modifications, variations or division

of responsibility be worked

out as soon as possible

-

an interim plan be worked out.

Like many other organizations had done earlier, the Association urged speedy
action in implementation so that this plan does not remain merely a hj.storical
document.

City of \Mest Kildonan
This municipality approved the spending of public funds on parking
structures for the following reasons

-

:

they questioned the philosophy of public expenditures for the

benefit of private developers
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- they questioned the necessity for heavy public expenditures
when construction is proceeding in the Downtown already

- the tax freeze is adequate to encourage d.evelopment for the time
-

even

in Toronto, developers pay at Least 50% of the costs for

parking

There was also conèern for Metro's establishment of priorities; Downtourn
'West Kild-onan did not rate more public
development according to the City of

expenditures than other matters such as services. Also questioned was the

þstification for rechanneling population and investment from the suburbs
at the same time asking these suburbs to financially support this policy.

and

Moreover, the City of West Kildonan suggested that only one authority be in
charge of redevelopment and that

it

be the City of Winnipeg. In conclusion,

caution u/as urged until the extent of natural development could be realized

before such large quantities ($50 million) of public funds were spent.
The City of 'V/innipeg

After a study of the feasibility report, the City appeared- with its
comments and

criticisms on the plan for the Downtown. The City asked for:

- estimates on costs of land. acquisition and potential revenue
- establishment of priorities with regard to Urban Renewal Areas
#2and#3
- consideration of consultants' suggestions

on the necessity

for

providing public parking structures and having developers pay
towards the cost of public parking

- waiting to see the effect of the tax freeze

on natural development

in the Downtown

- that no legal commitment be given to developers regarding public
parking
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- amenities should be for the use of all citizens
- encouragement of private rather than public development

as far as

is possible

-

more accurate fÍgures on the public

"*p"taitrres

as well as an

accurate and complete cost-benefit study.

The City-Metro Conflict
The City-Metro con-flict has revolved around one central point

- the

necessity of large public expenditures. Mayor Juba was against the proposal

for public expenditures suggesting that development of the Downtown

was

proceeding without any burden on the public sector:

'

is taking place downtown right no'w. . particularly
just don't see the spending of $50 million
freeze...I
with thè tax

Development

in public funds.

Where wilL all the money come from?

I þst don't see why they should rush when construction
downtown area is going ahead.105
One specific point of opposition by the City was voiced

in the

- the spending of

$17 mittion for six public parking structures. A report by the City's

finance committee found the proposaL to provide parking at public expense
unacceptable:
We cannot argue with the principle of erecting at public
expense parking structures for the benefit of individual
private development . 106

The report by the City's financial committee stressed that legal commitment
should not be given to private developers for the provision of public

parking structures. The report suggested that the developers share the
costs of the parking structures as they did in development projects in

Toronto. The finance committee contended that citizens should not subsidize
the private developer:
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While undoubted,l5r the proposed parking system is in the public
interest, it is a matter of real concern we believe to Winnipeg
or other municipalities , rvhether the citizens sh.ould be required
to completely subsidize the private developers. rul
The City of Winnipeg was not oppo-sed to the principle of the plan as much as

it was to the high public expenditures . The City said that it would continue
to oppose the public expenditures , even if a cost/benefit analysis showed

retrieved. The City recommended that the
pl.an be shelved for t\¡/o years to see how development proceed-s on its own.
that the public money could be

I
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Evaluation of the Downtown $/innipeg Plan and the Planning
and Decision-ffiRiñþ-Process-Tñat Led to the Plan

lntroduction
We come now to the heart of this study; an evaluation of the Downtown
'Winnipeg plan and of the planning and political decision-making process that

formulated the pì.an and adopted

it as public policy for

Downtown redevelop-

ment. The previous chapter has provided us with the criteria and background

for such an evaluation. The preceeding sections of this third

chapter have presented- the various elements of the p1an, have indicated

thefindings of an evaluation of the plan by a group of consultants, and have
presented. the gist of official reaction to the plan at the public hearings

that were held-. This section will perform the evaluation, drawing partly

feasibility study, on public reaction at the pubtic

on the findings of the

hearings , and particularly on the criteria that urere established in

Chapter

II.

The questions that were posed- earlier in the study, in

Chapter II , will again be repeated by way of introduction to the evaluation:

1. Is the Dorvntoum Wi.tlPg.gplan's percePtion of the.decay
of the central area accurate and does \[/innipeg's Downtown

requir e r edeveloprfient
1

?

2. Did the planning process that resulted in the formuLation
of the plan follow. accepted criteria for planning?

3. ls Downtown

redevelopment and the proposals in the plan

in the public interest and a priority for governmental action?

4.

Does Downtown redevelopment require the massive public

expenditures proposed in the plan or can

it occur through the

efforts of the private sector?

5. Did the political

d.ecision-making process that id.entified Down-

town redevelopment as a priority and the Downtown Winnipeg
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plan as the program for this priolity,follow accepted criteria

for political decision-making?
6.

Are the goa1s, proposal.s and. recent steps toward-s implementation viable and feasible?

The Perception'of the Problem and Need for Downtown Redevelopment
The general finding on this question, is that the plan's perception of
the d.ecay of the Downtown is greatly exagg."u,t"¿10%evelopers dgree that
although the goals of the plan are very ambitious and admirable, Winnipeg's
Dourntowrr

is in fairly good condition

compared- to the Downtowns of other

cities.10?fr. experience of American cities also suggests that redevelopment

not undertakenuntil conditions 'were generally very poor and redevelopment seemed the only way of reversing the d.ecline. The pLan's perception

of the gene.allypoor cond-itions,ôs presented in the

first chapter, are not

particularly accurate nor do they in fact justify the aggressive program

of

redevelopment that is ptopor"d .110
The

first perceptíon of the decline is that of a decline in population.

The statistics employed are too outdated to reveal a present or recent
Lation of Dorvntown Winnipeg

is growing.

There are many residents located just to the west, north and south of the
L4-block target
area itself

will

area. And two recent apariment blocks in the 14-block
soon draw a significant population to the I)owntown when

fulty occupied . The second trend in reduced retail sales is too marginal
to justify a program of red-evelopment. The trends in manufacturing

and

warehousing are part of a general secular trend that is irreversible and

conseqllently, irrelevant to a red.evelopment proposal. The trends
revealed by construction volumes are very poor indicators as the plan

it-

self notes. The trends in construction that the plan ""rràu.l, are contradicted by the Large influx of commercial development that has occurred in

rvas
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the Downtown in the last three

years.

These trends refLect a general slow

growth that has indeed. characterízeð. Downtown Winnipeg. But slow growth
does not necessarily imply decay and deterioration as the authors of the
Lt2
*lã
plan suggest.
summary, the conditions of Winnipeg's Downtown do not

confirm the plan's contention that the Downtown requires redevelopment
because

it is in poor economic

and physical

condition. But these are

negative imperatives for redevelopment. A redevelopment plan can still

if this is , in
fact, the real motive force for redevelopment, the criteria for evaluating
be based on positive imperatives and be worthwhile. But

a proposed red.evelopment program are very difficult to satisfy.

lnterviews with developers,and citizens at Get Together /1(that was
held during the early part of August of I97!), suggested that Winnipeg's
Downtorvn'w.as

in comparatively good condition. Although it lacks the high-

rise buildings of other larger cities, it also lacks the slums and deteriorated structures. Most people appear satisfied with Winnipeg's Downtown
and. do

not agree that

it

need.s massive

redevelopment. The perceptions of

the Downtown's poor conditions come mainly from Earl Levin, Director of
Planningrand his resulting plan has beenendorsed by Downtown business

interests and Metropolitan Corporation. The following explorations into
the rel-ated questions will reveal more in regards to this question.

The Planning Process

To better understand the "need" for Downtown redevelopment, we must
examine the nature of the planning

process. We have seen that the need for

redevelopment is not shared by many people or officials outside of Metro-

politan Council and the Planning Department. And yet the Downtown
Winnipeg plan stands as the expre-ssion of public policy for Downtown

oo
.

Winnipeg's redevelopment

.

The planning process that perceived a deteriorated Downtown and that
formulated the Powntown 'Winnipeg plan appears to n1,:. followed the planning

style that Gans and other reformers of

planning have found unsatisfactory.

The planning process that resulted in the Downtown Winnipegplan was highly

personal and exclusive of consultation with other governmental agencies,
with organizations, and citizens. It did not follow the kind of process
that was followed in the preparation of the central area plan for Minneapolis
that has been established as a model for planning. The Winnipeg plan seems

to be the personal document of Earl Levin, Director of Planning.

Mr. Levin conceived of the plan before he was in the employ

of the

Metropolitan Corporation of Greater 'W-innipeg. While with a Toronto
consulting group, he had developed the conceptual redevelopment pì.an for
Winnipeg's Downtown and when he was in fact appointed- Director of Planning]
he used, that concept and

built the Downtown Winnipeg plan around- this concept.

From the concept to the actual completed- plan, Mr. Levin was the main,

if not sole, architect. Mr. Levin

made the analysis of problems and trends

in the Downtown, proposed the goals of redevelopmentrand developed the
proposals of the

plan. Unlike the Minneapolis situation,

exhaustive research

on problems and- the Downtown economJr, and consultation u¡ith governmental

agencies, organizations and citizens, did not characterize the V/innipeg
planning process. 113
Mr . Levin is widely recognized for his personal planning

style.

He has

been characterízed as being strong-mind-ed- and stubborn by those v¡ho have
had dealings

r,vi th

him116..urre of this p€:rsonal style in plan formulation,

failed. to consult with other interested individuals and

he

parties. The goals

of the plan have been established by Earl Levin;fortunately,they appearto
be sound and desirable. No eff orts were ever taken to allow discussion or public
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participation in the establishment of goals . Such consul'[ation is essential

if the improved quality of life that tþe plan expects to bring ab.out, is to
mirror the aspirations and. d.esires of the actual citizens who rvill be living
in the Dourntown. Many of the foundations upon which the plan is

based

have not been explored ad.equately with citizens who are to populate the

Downtown. One such foundation relates to the concept of a Downtowrl
resid.ent population. The pLan proposes a resident population of IJ

,OO(O,

while Earl Levinhas at other times used a figure of 75,000. How does

Mr. Levin know that people really want to live in the Downtown, and
especially in the 14-block u-".u./lão-. of the proposals such as the
enclosed pedestrian system, are also goals and objectives that have not been

. It appears that the plan is entirely the conception
and personal d.ocument of Earl Levin. lt is Earl Levin's statement on what
the Downtou/n should be like. Citizens were not consulted for their views
shown to be public goals

on many essentÍal points contained. in tnu plan.

The proposals in the plan that are expected to result in commercial
development also appear to have been designed
who are most involved

- the developers.

in isolation from the people

Many have said in interviews that

the parking proposals are not particularly attractive but that other factors,
such as tax incentives and. a speed.y plan approval process, are more n"tpflrt.116
Somehow,the consultation that

posals

Mr. Levin undertook in formulating the pro-

for commercial d.evelopment, overlooked these contentions

by

developers.
Consultation with other governmental authorities, such as the City of
Winnipeg, 'were also lacking and consequently, the planning process faiLs to
meet this important

criterion for proper plannin[17H.a consultation

occurred , then the problems that later occurred with regard to public sector
non-consensus

, could

have been

avoided. Alsorintegration with the City

of

.l

L0

i.

Winnipeg's urban renewal plans could have been attempted. Un-fortunately,
however, due to a history of poor city-Metro relations, consultation did not

occur¡with the resulting City-Metro conflict over the p1an.
The Downtown Winnipeg plan cannot be said to be a plan of the Planning

Department. Rather, it is Earl Levin's plan. Mr. Levin prepared it and'
wrote it with very little assistance from the Planning Department staff '

finally complete, it was presented to other governmental authorities, and to the public - fait gccompli - for acceptance or
rejection. Irrespective of whether the plan is a good onet several things
When the plan was

are d.efinitely true of the planning process that are out of line with accepted
planning principles. The process was highly personal and' d.id. not involve
consultation with citizens on the setting of goals or with other public

authorities or business interests on specific proposals.

Downtown Redevelopment as a Priorj-t.v

The evaluatíon of the planning process has indicated that the choices
one
open to decision-makers concerning the plan are ferv. Since there i's only

plan, all that can be d.one is a proper evaluation of this one plan' Ân earlier
section has ind-icated- d-oubts about the need for Downtown redevelopment, at
least according to the plan's Perceptjon of the "need". This brings us to the
next important question.

lf the accuracy of the perception of the problem

is a poor one, then the justification f or public policy also becomes d-ubious
since the þstification is dependent on this perception.
The d.iscussion of public policy has indicated that policy must be in

the public interest in very obvious and d.irect \rays. A variety of rationales
are presented, such as the utilization of existing utilities and services, the

protection of private investment, improvement of the tax base , improvement

ro2.
of the City's image and the development of a nerv Downtown residential

environment. The first objective - the utilization of existing services and

utilities -isnota particularly strong argument for the irrvestment of such
large public funds. The second objective - the proteëtion of the private

is consistent with the majority of public redevelopment efforts
in othe:r North American cities. But to what extent public policy should
investment -

protect and enhance private investments and a private stake, is a question
that has not been adequately explored by policy makers. Why should. the public

sector spend public fund-s to protect

and- promote

the interests of the private

sector? The third objective of an improved tax base is a worthrvhile

and

desirable rationale for public policy,but two questions must be raised in
regard. to this alleged improved tax
commercial development that

base.

it occurs

We have seen from the stud,y of

when certain forces are operating -

market demand and the promise of a reasonable rate of retlrrn on the invest-

ment. Much development has already occurred in response to these market
forces without the

need-

for public expend-itures. If these market forces are

not operational, then commercial development will not occurrin spite of public

policy efforts to operate on these market forces.
One important question that has not been explored by the planners and

decision-makers,is the whole question of the costs and benefits of
the proposals in the

plan. Although the Planning Department

and MetropoLitan

Corporation Councillors have estimated that $15.6 million can be expected
per year in increased taxes, they have not revealed their assumptions and
method of calculation. In fact they have been unwilling to make predictions
of how much of an increased tax base

will result; instead, they are satisfied

to just speak of än improved tax base"i.r. ,lrpporting the plan.
The fourth þstification

for

Downtourn renewal

is to change the image of
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Winnipeg as a cit¡r and. thereby to attract more business and. economic

activity. Although image does play a fa.ctor in decisions to investors,
more critical

and-

a

long-run factor is the actual economic situation in

Winnipeg as opposed to just its image. And although there are psych-

ological as rvell as economic motives for
image,

it is d.ubious whether an enhanced.

for Downtown redevelopment
We come norv to the

the improvement of Winnipeg's
image

is a worthwhile rational-e

.

last of the justifications for the plan - the develop-

ment of a better environment in the Downtown.

f'his appears to be a most

ambitious and worthwhile objective, but it has not been given as much
exposure as the prewious two or three objectives.

The purpose of themal<ing of public policy is to pursue an acceptable
balance of public and private interests in the chosen area of governmental

action. In this case, the plan should yield. benefits to the public as well
to developers and Downtou/n businessmen. But let's consider who the

as

beneficiaries will be: The plan is going to make development profitable to
investors and developers. .rtccording to a Metropolitan Corporation press

release, "the plan will relieve the developer of the burden of having to
provide parking spaces, which cost about $2,500 each on expensive land."LLB
Developers are

still

going to make their appropriate rate of return, but the

plan will encourage them to make it in Downtown Winnipeg. The parking

structures that the plan calls for will be a direct incentive to the private
sector - the developer will benefit, not the citizens of Winnipeg. The
convention centre, although not an integral part of the plan, is another

policy. Who will be the beneficiaries of the convention
centre? The hotels that will be built adjacent to it ancl the Downtown

element of public

merchants

a¡d.

other places of business! Both of these elements - the parking
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structures and the convention centre - are 'basically economic d-evelopment
schemes to improve the economy of the Downtown arearand- indirectlyrthe
citizens of 'Winnipeg,who benefit from better emdoVl¡nt and a better tax

base. The last main objective of the pLan - the improvement of the Downto\¡/n

residential environment - contains benefits fon both public and private

interests.. The amenities will assist the developer in promoting his suites ,

will benefit the immediate residents and employees of the Downtown area,
and will be available for the use of the citizens of Greater Winnipeg.
We have looked at the

we have seen who

þstification for Dorvntown redevelopment

and

will benefit from the plan and how. The next question is:

Is Downtown redevelopment a worthwhile area of governmental action? Since
we have seen that the plan

is an economic

d-evelopment plan

first

and a

pþsical

if economic development is,a worthwhile goal, then public
action is justified. If , however, as the plan suggests, a ne'w Downtown
plan second.ly,

environment and a city within a city is the objective, then

it

does not appear

that the proposals and recent efforts at implementation have been directly
aimed at the improvement of the Downto\Mn. The commitments of the

Metropolitan Corporatj.on and the Provincial Government are to build

a

convention centre, provide parking for the proposed Holiday Inn, and

build a Japanese Garden on the land of the Holiday Inn. These commitments clearly reveal the beneficiaries of the

plan! As for the proposed.

objective of an improved quality of life, no commitments in that respect
existl
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The Need for Public Expend-itures
We have alread.y seen from the study of commercial redevelopment

that there

must be an economic need

for the proposed.private development.

Moreover, we have found- that although there may be an economic

need

for development, certain obstacles, such as the high cost of land, prevent
development in the Dorr¡ntown. The study of Downtown redevelopment
has shown that these obstacles may be overcome

if the public sector

intervenes in ord-er to facilitate development by offering tax incentives

or by facilitating plan approval requirements

and-

procedures. In any case,

developers must realize a certa,in return from their projects , and unless

this return exists on a proposed Downtown \I/innipeg project, they witl
instead undertake d.evelopment in a suburban Winnipeg location or in

another

city.

Redevelopment was substantially aided by a

variety of public

expenditures on parking, street improvements and institutional .bgildings as
lé

well as by tax

and other incentives

.

But does the redevelopment situation in

'Winnipeg require the Large public expenditures that are proposed by the
Dov¡ntown Winnipeg plan

?

We have already seen that seven

large projects have

occurred w-ithout the need for public expenditures. But can this pace of
private redevelopment of the Downtown continue? Some varranted developments definitely

will result if there is effective market demand and so long

as other economic conditions of the financial market are favourable, but

if

the larger amount of private development and the improved living environment that the plan proposes are to be

will

indeed. be

realized,

Tn-ô-ssive

public expenditures

required.. The plan suggests a locational shift of about one-

third of present developrnent that norv occurs in the suburbs. The only way
that this development can be induced to locate in the Downtown is if enough
incentives are offered in order to make Dorvntown development as profitable
)É

ln the North American experience, not Winnipeg.
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as subur.ban development. But the plan proposes a major change in the living
environment in the Downtown that is to come about by the public development

of a variety of amenities, r'ecreational development and weather-protected

skyways. These facilities will, of course, require public fundsrand in
fact,the Downtown Winnipeg proposals in this regard are quite defendable.
In conclusion then, the plan's cóntention that massive public expenditures
are required for the realization of the goals of a new living environment are

correct. Similarly, the large private

investment that the plan expects to

generate will require public incentives in the form of tax advantages

,

subsidies

such as parking structures and public development of institutional facilities
such as a convention centre

Realizing this fact, it becomes all the more important that the goals of
an improved quality of

life

and a large scale of commercial development be

demonstrated. to be pub'l.ic goals and not just the goals of planners and

policians. The large public expenditures that rvill be required must have
the full knowledge, approval and support of the citizens of Manitoba who will
benefit from these goaì.s and who will pay for the realization of these goals
through taxes or opportunity costs. The next question explores the political
decision-making process that must inevitably decide on these issues.

to7

.

The Political DeÉsion-Makine Pr ocess

This question synthesizes the preceeding four questions and asks whether
red.evelopment of the Dov¿ntown
\l/-e have alread-y found out

is a priorÍty of governmentaL action and concern.

that the Downtown is not rea11y in a deteriorated

condition to varrant an active program of redevelopment; that the perception
of the Downtourn's p"oblems and the plan itself were the highly personal feel-

ings of the Director of Planning; that Downtown redevelopment can occut:
without the necessity for large public expenditures, especialty expend.itures

to act as incentives for developers.
Given this unfavourable verdict on the Downtown V/innipeg p1an,

it is

difficult to see it as a priority for governmental action. But the Metropolitan
Corporation Council supported the plan and has adopted it in early I97O. The

political decision makers have identified Downtown redevelopment as a priority

principle. Though Metropolitan Council feels Downis a priority, a3 yet there is little evid-ence that there is

by adopting the plan in

tovn redevelopment

solidarity in the public sector, or that the plan has generaL public support
as a priority. The d-ecision-making process that resulted- in the Downtown
Winnipeg pì.an being identified as a

priority

showed two weaknesses of this

process that later became apparent at the public hearings

1.

:

The relativeLy low level of political integration on this issue
,between the City of Winnipeg and the Metropolitan Corporation

of Greater Winnipeg.

2.

The absence of citizen partÍcipation.

A low level of political integration characterized public sector reaction
to the Dorwrtown Winnipeg plan. The Metropolitan Corporation seemed to be
the only governmental authority strongly in stpport of the plan. Other

municipalities were indifferent,rvhile the City of Winnipeg and the City of

10 B.

West Kildonan u/ere strongly against the proposals for public expenditures con-

tained in the plan. This Lack of consensus for public policy is d.ue either to
a poor local government structure for decision-making, or a real disagreement over the policy under discussion.

The feasibilÍty stud.y and several of the briefs presented atthe public

hearings emphasized- the importance of public sector integration or conserlsus
on this plan

if it were to be realized.

The feasibility study had said that:

A final d.ecision respecting the adoption of the overall plan by
the responsible levels of government is necessary immediately,
is not to be stiffled by lack
if currént development in the a¡eÆ
of directÍon and interference. t'Y
The briefs by

Mr. Schwartz,

a lawyer acting on behalf of two developers,

the Manitoba Association of Architects and the Downtown Busin.essmenís

Association, repeated this proposal. But this proposal

went largely

ignored as the conflict between the City of \ilinnipeg and Metro flared up.
Anyone familiar rvith local politics in Winnipeg could have anticipated this
disagreement which results on any question of public policy put out by Metro.

The establishment of Metro never was accepted. by the City of Winnipeg.
Although the establishment of Metro has resulted in better provision of areawid.e services

, it

d.id.

nothing to promote political consensus

.

lnd-eed., with

the establishment of Metro, consensus in the public sector has been less

frequent. lnterpretations of the City-Metro con-flict point to the personality
of Mayor Juba and his quest for political leadership and to the ward system
of electing À{etro Councillors as being responsible for this con-flict.
¡A.nother weakness of the decision-making process

is the

compLete

absence of citizen participation and an awareness of the issue of Dorvntown

redevelopment. Without citizen participation in the decision-making process
the plan canin no'way be said to express the public wish as a priority for
'We
have already seen that no
governmentaL involvement and expenditure.

,

r0g.

citizens 'were involved in the planning process , that no real public debate on

this issue occurred, and that no briefs by private citizens 'were presented on
the

plan.

The literature that ura,s examined in the preceeding chapter, particularly

Dr. Collier's Contemporary Cathedrals,

suggested that the decision-making

process around redevelopment projects has not included citizens and th.at
only top civic Leaders and businessmen have been involved in the decisionmaking

for large redevelopments in the United States. Redford's criteria

for citizen participation have not been met in any \¡ay in the pì.anning or
decision-making process in Winnipeg.
We have already seen that the low ler.el of

local government jurisdictions has

political integration between

made the d.ecision-making Process

difficult
l

in

\trfi.nnipeg, as

well as in other Canadian and American cities. Another

weakness of d-ecision-making relates to the politicaì. d.ecision-makers

: the

i

,

Metropolitan Corporation Councillors,and the basis of their decision-making
on the Downtown Wjnnipgg plan. The previous chapter explored- some of the

literature on the d.ecision-making process in Canad.ian cities

and-

revealed some

interesting observations that appear to be true of the Winnipeg situation as

well.
The

first is the enthusiastic pursuit of commercial

development, what

Dr. Collier has calIed. the'Flace Ville-Marid's¡rndrome. Politicians in
Winnipeg show the same hunger for development as they do in most cities,
and

for what? It

seems to be a goalrpar

excellence, that has never been

rationalized- to the electorate or even to the poÌiticians themselves. Politicians

in Winnipeg have sought commercial development always assuming that it will
be good for the city without actually sitting down to undertake a cost-benefit

analysis of proposed developments. Rather , the mystique of development in

all of its

tran-scendent

nature, captures their imaeination

with rare reference to its specific virtues.

ancL
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And why d.o politicians support commercial development and- the whole

issue of redevelopment in the absence of any clear indication from their
constituents that this issue is an irnportant and worthwhile one for public

involvement? Politicians are supposed to express the wish of the public
by acting as their representatives on the governmental. decision-making

bodies. Inthe case of Downtown redevelopment, it is hard to see how this

is a public wish that they are expressing.

\tr/hat constituency contact have

theyhad. on this issue? Rather than expressing the public wish in this

instance, politiciang seem to be acting as opinion leaders , doing what is
gocd.

for the City of Winnipeg without bothering to consult with their

constituents.

Public participation in this issue has been conspicuously absent. No
individual or group,other than the directly affected interest groups and the
planning associations, appeared at the public hearings. The principle of

citizen participation has been inoperative in this circumstance of policy
making
Can

it

for
be

Downtown red.evelopment. 'What can the reasons f or this be?

disinterest, as many planners and businessmen suggest? When

citizens do obtain the opportunity to express their feelings on such a plan,
such as in the recent Keystone Park project

in Brandon, they overwhelmingly

disapprove of public expenditures, suggesting a low priority for this kind of
expendlture. 1.20
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The GoaIs, Proposals a"a St"p.

.

f o*"r¿s t-p

The evaluation of the plan's proposals rvill- require a general evalua-

tion of the context in which implementation must occur i and although this
context is beyond the plan's control, the plan should contain an avareness
of this context. Context refers to the pre-conditions for redevelopment that
u/'ere discussed-

A

in the section

on Downtown redevelopment

good plan must have an avareness of these cond.itions,

and make allowances

in chaptei'tv¡o.

refer to them,

for them. These pre-conditions must exist before any

plan, good or bad, can have any chance

of success. They include the exist-

ence of leadership from the civic and business community, public sector
lead.ership and. consensus , a stake by the business community, antl a harmonious

public-private relationship

"

Most of these pre-conditions are missing from the Winnipeg situation.
There is no stake on the part of any major business in \IJ-innipeg's Downtown.
The two large retailers are doing well and have no real reason to undertake

major redevelopment as many have done in the United States. Lacking this
business stake or real interest in redevelopment, no large business is

interested in inj.tiating a large redevelopment project or becoming involved

in the issue. As a result, there is

the drive for redevelopment

rr-o business

leadership to spearhead

and to form the necessary interest groups that

have been necessary in the American experience wiih Downtown redevelopment. 'Winnipeg's Downtowrt Businessmen's Association has tried to provide

lead.ership, and together u,ith the Metropolitan Corporation, this group has
made

efforts to implement the plan by arranging publicity. But its members

have not yet played the aggressive, lead-ership role that American businessmen have played within

their oreanizations. Another pre-condition ,h-, tt

conspicuously absent in'Winnipeg is a consensus in the public secto4 and leader-
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officials. The City-M.etro conflict has prevented solidarity
in the pubÌic sector , and as a result, consensus on the issue of Downtown
ship from public

redevelopment and on the plan has not been forthcoming. Political leader-

ship has been similarly weak. Although two Metro CounciLlors, Bernie

Willis , have publicly supported the plan at every opportunity,
these officials have not been able to develop much public enthusiasm,nor
\tr/olfe and Jack

have they been able to

elicit strong commj,tments from the private sector.

Furthermore, strong ties between the business community and the 1ocal.
governmental structure do not exist in \Ã/innipeg as they do in the United
States

, where businessmen participate more actively in public decision-

making and public affairs

These pre-conditions for redevelopment do not exist in'Winnipeg as they

did in other American cities where redevelopment was undertaken only after
these conditions had been met.
and. Minneapolis

necessary to

A

\.Ã/e

, a business group

implement

have seen how in sorne cities like Denver
u¡as necessary to provide the leadership

the redevelopment plansthat were proposed.

good economic situation

is another necessary pre-condition for re-

development that emerged both from the analysis of successful. redevelopment

literature. Shere redevelopment did occur , it did so in
response to effective market d.emand- for the various f orms of red-eveloprnent,
such as offices , apartments , comnercial space and hotels . Winnipeg,
and the prescriptive

however, does not appear to have the market to support large scale development
of apartments and

hot.lr.121 The plan's analysis of Dorvntown W'innipeg's

economy have been based on optimism

rather than accurate

anC

realistic

market r".uu.".h.122 The feasibility study thatlended some legitimacy to
the plan's economics , has itself Ì¡een questioned for its validity by the

Director of Planning and other observers.
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Although a thorough economic evaluation of the plan is beyond both the
scope and- competence of

this stud.y, several valid. comments can be mad-e in

regards to the economics of the proposals. The economic evaluation wilÌ
focus on two key foundations of the plan:

. the accuracy of its projections on growth and markets; and
2. the cqsts and. benefits of the public expenditllres
The key concept upon which the plan is based, is a Downtown resic.ent
1-

population of anywhere from

17 ,OOO

ïo

75,000

resid.rrt..123 The wid-e

variance between these two estimates has not been explained. The plan expects

to channel 7l+ to 1/3 of Winnipeg's total apartment construction to the 1/r
block u""u.124 The projections on market demand for apartments in the
next tu¡o ôecades are based, primarily on d-emographic d.ata thathave held. present
population distribution and consumer preferences con.storrt.125 The accuracy

of the projections on the apartment market itself is questionable when compared.

to Dominion Eureau of Statistics projection of Doumtorvn Winnipeg. The olan

to 1,000 new suites per year to be channeled into the Downtown
from a Metro region estimate of 3,000 units per year (Metro expects tl4to
expects

BOO

1/3 to be channeled to a Downtown locati on).126 The Census projections

call for only 21430 units per year as

opposed,

to Metro's more optimistic

esti*at".127 Over a ten year period there is a significant difference in the
projections

.

Assuming the DBS figures to be accurate, the Downtown apart-

ment market could not possibly

result in the large estimates of $200-$3OO

million of apartment construction and related commercial development.
It is hard to obtain approval for public expenditures unless it can be
proven to the public that these expenditures will be self -liquidating.
Consequently, planners ha¡,'e had to include even rudimentary cost-benefit
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analysis of their proposals in

orcr':er

to rationalize these proposals. Inter-

views with the Director of Planning suggested that the concept is worthwhile
and that a cost-benefit analysis of the proposal

development is bound to be in the public

is not necessarîy; apparently,

interest.

projected a strong confidence in the plan that

The Director of Planning

see.med

to be the result of

intuition and personal dedication to the goal of the plan, rather than exhaustive
and accurate cost/benefit stud-ies

. At best, the evaLuation of costs and.

benefits is an appeasement to the politicians who must "sel1" the plan to the

publ"ic. These cost/benefit studies have centered around the proposal for
public parking and air rights leases. No analysis uras attempted as to the

total costs

and.

benefits of the proposals, either in economic and social terms,

or in opportuni.ty .osts .128 The plan is a good one according to the chief
planner , business and- Dou¡ntown interest groups, and. politicians. But on
what factors or information is their evaluation based? The various interest
groups have calculated

its possible effects on their interests

and have found

it to be worthwhile. The politicians feel the plan is in the best interests

of

'Winnipeg,but just how they have calculated this balance of cost and benefit is

unknown. They seem to be playing the role of eager "boosters" for a goal
that has captured the fancy and d..d.i.ation of most local politicians
seem to have

.

They

fallen prey to the Place Ville-Marie s¡rndrome discussed in

the previous chapter .
The Down1owgJ:qqipsg plan is weak in the economics of
and

its proposals

in the extent of research on alternative plansreven though half of the report

contains a large statistical section that is largely irrelevant to the proposals

their feasibility. Rather , the emphasis of the plan is in the concepts .
The hard economics, in terms of costs, have been considered by the Planning
and

Department after the plan had been f ormulated. A recent statement by
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Willis contends a gain of $12 million for the proposed developments
.rrd. u-r, expected $250-$3OO million in private development. In conclusion,
Jack

the plan is painfully rveak in its research into the Dorvntown market in the

feasibility of its proposals , and in the accounting of the costs and benefits
resulting from the proposed- public expenditures. Such omissions can be
tolerated. when a plan

is still just a planrand while it

has not yet been

implemented-, but since steps are now being takento implement the plan,

more information on the economics of the proposals must be forthcoming.

The convention centre has received financial commitment from the provincial
government and. the Metropolitan Corporationrwithout public scrutiny of the
d.ecision-making and the economics surround-ing
ments to the d.evelopers to provide parking

it. There are also commit-

facilities and a Japanese Garden,

all without the public discussion on the economics of these incentives Instead-, these projects continue to receive kudos from politicians , f or
their benefits to the City of

.Winnipeg,

with no clear indication as to what

these benefits and costs are.
Thus far , the plan has not satisfactorily complied with the criteria f or
redevelopment. Fortunately, its perceptions of the process of commercial

its allowances for this process are more accurate. The plan
accurately per^ceives the problem of image or accurate information on Winnipeg's

d.evelopment and.

Downtown, and- proposes that efforts be taken to change this image so that
d,evelopers know the

real cond.itionsfor development in Winnipeg. The imple-

mentation efforts have also been directed at changing the image of the
Downtor,vn: publicity material and a slide shorv was prepared,and

a

promotional program for the plan has been carried out in Winnipeg

and-

in

Toronto and Montreal. The plan has aLso realized that steps to facilitate
construction on expensive Dourntown land must be taken. Already, zoning
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.changes have been.made to allow higher densities and more

realistic parking

space provisions. The proposal for public parking is designed, to relieve

the developer of the expense of providing parking on expensive land an¿ of
even having to construct the parking

structure. f fris is one of the

significant incentives according to onedeveloper, but others have said. that

it is not the most important incentive. \trhat Ís more effective is the tax
freeze on neu¡ construction which minimizes the expenses of the d-eveloper
during the initial unprofitable construction period.
The plan's proposals of improving the Downtown \I,/innipeg environment
and the buiì.ding of a convention centre, are both d.irected at the improvement of the demand sid-e of the various areas of the eommercial develoÞment

market. The convention centre will generate tourist activitlif it indeed.
compete with other convention centres in the West and. East) and. provid_e

can

business for proposed- hotels and Downtown merchants ancl service oriented.
business . The proposaÌ for amenities and weather protected pedestrian
systems will improve the attractiveness of the Downtorvn for apartment
development and thereby provide a better market

for this kind of deveì.opment.

But as indicated. earlier, all of these proposals are contigent on market
demand that accord.ing to d.evelopers

is relatively limited..

The plan admirably fulfills the fourth criterion of a need for public

sector planníng and co-operation. Developers want to u¡ork with a cityan<J. an
authority that is interested in development, that formulates plans for d.evelopment and that

is willing to play a supporting role to the private sector. The

formulation of the Downtorvn Winnipe.q plan,andrelatedp"liqf d.ecisions in the
form of a zoning change, tax abatement and building of a convention centre,
indicate the Corporation's willingness to assist d.evelopers. The proposal

for a Development Corporation, if implemented, would facilitate development
by simplifying plan approval and by administering public policy for redevelopment.
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Chapter IV
Conclusions
Summary of Study

and Conclusions

'Winnipe.q plan
This study has attempted to evaluate the Downtown

the response of .planners and political decision makers to the perceived
problem of Downtown decline. The plan is characterized more positively
as an attempt to build a city within a city with an improved environment

for living, working

and.

playing.I29 The public debate surrounding

the

introduction of the plan provided the issues that this study attempted to

explore. These issues included:
the perception of Downtown Winnipeg's decay and its
need

-

for redevelopment

i

the acceptability of the planning process;
the relative priority of Downtown redevelopment;
the need for public expenditures;
the acceptability of the political decision-making process;
the feasibility of the goals, Proposals and implementation

efforts
The second chapter provided the major research effort of this study:
the establishment of criteria for evaluating the plan by examining three

areas essential to the evaluation. The first area l-ooked into the Process
of commercial development that the Downtown Winnipe.q plan must facilitate
and encourage in order to realize

its goals of $200 million of private

development. This first question was explored. ín the Winnipeg situation
through the presentation of eight case studies of recent commercial
d.evelopment projects

in Winnipeg. The major findings indicated that a

.
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good market

for development nmst exist before commercial development

rvil-l

occur. The plan's success is contigent on the large degree of construction
that is proposed.. It d.ld not appear that there is enough market demand to
absorb the large level of d.evelopment proposed by the plan.
The second area required an examination of the process of Downtown

redevelopment. This area of enquiry explored the experiences of other

cities in Downtown redevelopment in order to develop principles for success-

ful redevelopment. This experience offered both positive and negative

principles. The positive principles included the need for political leadership, business leadership and participation, and publicly provided incentives
and-

subsid.ies. The negative principles *a.rr..d of the hazards of Downtown

redevelopment projects such as the exclusive planning and decision-making

process surround-ing plan formuÌation and approval, excessive incentives and
subsidies that result in losses to the public sector , an overzealous pursuit

of commercial d.evelopment
and

and.

the absence of the proper setting of goals

priorities for redevelopment projects.
Finally, the third major section in chapter two established. some

criteria for evaluating the process of planning and poì.itical decision-making.
The literature suggested that the planning process must incorporate a wide

variety of groups and interests in the setting of goals and in the formulating
of proposals. The criteria for political decision-making

. included

consultation with citizens , a clear and factual debate on the costs and
benefits of proposed commercial development, and a

lucid

understanding

of the public interest
The third chapter presented, the Downtown Winnipaq

calls for approximately

$ZOO

plan.

The plan

million of commercial development through the
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expenditure of about $60 mitlion in pubì.ic expend-itrrres on parking structures

to act as incentives to developers andon public amenities to improve the
attractiveness of the Downtown as a living environment. The next section

in this third chapter presented the findings of a feasibility study on the plan
and the comment offered by various organizations and groups at the pubì-ic

hearings
The major section of the third chapter finally tackled the issues that
had emerged in the priblic debate on the Downtown V'/innipeg plan and
offered. an. evaluation consistin.g of a discussion of the questions that were
posed

earlier.
The evaluation of the Downtown Winnipeg plan has indicated that the

plan is more a concept for a plan than a plan containing definite proposals

for implementation. The plan's perception of the problems of Winnipeg's
Dowltown have been f ound to be overly negative. Although the plan contends

that its main goal is a ne'w Downtorvn environment, most of the proposàls
contained in the plan, and the more recent efforts at implementation, have
been d.irected. exclusively towards stimulating commercial d.evelopment as
opposed to bringing about a neur Downtor,rm

living environment. The planning

process that led to the plan was found to be inconsistent with the planning

principles that were established in chapter two in that iiwas highl5' personal
and

devoid of consultation with other governmental agencies or jurisdictions

and citizens groups. The plan was not based on a cost-benefit analysis of

the proposed- developments but instead., it has been surrounded. by a series
of unsupported estimates of the benefits supposedly accruing to the public

sector . The plan has not been shown to be in the direct public interest
but instead, appea.rs to be an economic development plan based on a small
amount of research, especially in the area of market projections and
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opportunity cost analysis of alternative proposals and plans. The contention
that large public expend.itures are necessary to realize the objectives of the
plan has been shown to be correct, in regards to the p-ublic facilities and
amenities , and in regards to the proposed- large scale of expected private

development. On the other hand, a certain amount of commercial develop-

will occur on its own to rneet effective market demand as it exists.
This development will occur without the need for public expenditures but not
ment

to the large scale ($250-$300 million) that officials have been suggesting

l.tul.y.130 The political d.ecision-making process that led to the id-entification
of Downtown redeveì.opment as a priority for public action and to the ad.option
of the plan as the appropriate expression of public policy, failed to meet the

criteria that r,vere established in chapter two. And finally, the proposals
contained in the plan and the recent implementation efforts are
w"ith the

ïÌot

consistent

principles of Do\\¡ntow-n redevelopment that have characterized the

successful American redevelopment experience.. The plan

is over-optimistic

and does not give enough attention to the environmental problems inhibiting

redevelopment in Winnipeg. The proposal for publicly provided par:king

structures to developers is an outright subsid,y and should not be implemented.
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Rec.ommendations

In general, the goal of a redevelopment plan for Winnipeg's Downto.wn,
rnust emphasize the d-evelopment of a better

living envjronment, rather than

the development of high rise buildi.ngs, and- formulating of growth for

sake. Cities are discovering that growth for its

own sake

its owl

is a sterile

and

vain objective and that the improvement of the quality of life d.eserves more

attention.131 A plan for Downtown redevelopment must be integrated. with
other plans for urban renew-al and transportation pranning.
The planning process that yields plans, such as Downtown 'Winnipeq,
has been shown to

fail to meet basic

pì.anning

criteria of thorough economic

research and consultation with citizens, officials,

and.

other interests. In

the future, pians should be based more accurately and. realistically on

information which only results from an exhaustive and intensive research

program. The

it

pì,anníng Process must not be so personal and. exclusive as

u'as in the case of the Downtown Winnipeg plan. Instead_, we need. new

planners who are able and willing to work with other planners , professionals,
governments, organizations and citizens in a program of consultation both on
planning goals and strategies. Draft plans should be presented for public
debate before the preparation of final plans.

In order to determine whether the Downtown Winnipeg plan is in the best
interests of the citizens of Winnipeg,pecrplemust be includ,ed in the decisionmaking

process. The forthcoming urban elections present a wonderful

opportunity to create an issue of Downtown redevelopment and to guage public
resPonse to the

plan.

Such a public d.ebate would force Metropolitan

Corporation officials and prospective politicians to clearly d-emonstrate how
Downtown redevelopment

is in the public interest,

and. what

specific benefits

will accrue to the public sector . In this public debate, arguments in d.efense
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of the proposed. pubÌic expenditures would be presented so that
the public
could iudge the costs and benefits of Downtown red,evelopment and of
the
specific proposals in Downtown Winnipeg. The vote w'ould. reveal whether
\tr/innipeg's citizens agree that Downtown red.evelopment is a priority
for
public action and whether the plan is the best strategy for redevelopnent.
Such a public forum debate would provicle answers to the questions
this
evalua.tion has been concerned withrand. provid-e the most demanding
and

definitive evaluation - public scrutiny and d.ecision at an election.
Since the new direction of Downtown rerlevelopment is to be
an improvement in the quality of life, the appropriate steps towar¿s the
realization of
this goal must be taken. The proposals for recreational facilities,
open

, cultural facilities , and other public amenities , must be given hisher
priority for the benefit of the general winnipeg area, as well as the Downspaces

town population. Commercial development can be allowed to proceed
on its
pace to meet market demand. If commercial d.evelopment is
felt necessary to
procluce increased taxes for the d.evelopment of the above public
facilities
,

then facilitating steps, such as tax incentives, zoning changes,
and. buil¿ing

tTu revisions, are necessary.

Commercial d.evelopment must not be pursued_

to the point rvhere unjustified incentives and subsidies, such as publicly
provided parking facilities and publicly built convention facilities,
become
necessary.
Downtowrr redeveLopment

is a worthwhile area of public activity and.

involvement but this issue must be seen from a perspective that includ"es
other issues such as urban renewal, poverty, housing,and problems
of ed.ucation
and native people.
Efforts must be taken to ensure that the planning
and decision-making proces s proper:l"y reflects priorities and
concerns
of
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the City's citÍzens and not þst the planners and politicians. Economic d-eveLopment plans, which includ-e Downtown

Winnipeg, should receive more public

scrutiny as to whether proposals for incentives and subsj.dies are u/arranted
and-

whether there is a direct public benefit from such schemes. Fiascos

such as the Churchill Forest Ind-ustries complex at The Pas, serve as a

warning to over-optimistic, and zeal-ous economic development plans for
which there is no market, which serve no worthwhile social purpose

and.

which u¡aste pubLic money that could have been better spent on other things.

finally, the concern for growth and high rise buildings must be reconsidered
to see whether it is in fact a really worthwhile goal. This study has not

And

given extensive consid-eration to the economics of Dorvntown red.eveLopment,

or to the proposed incentives for commercial development. Research into
these areas , based on a cost-benefit analysis , would, reveal much about the

following questions

:

Does commerciaL d,evelopment always result in benefits to the

public sector? What are the costs?
The costs and benefits on the proposed incentives for commercial
development such as the parking structures
centre

ancL

the convention
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Directions for Further Research

This

raised more questions that it has answered. and, this is
usual of research into ne\r areas. The evaluation has depended. on the
stud-y has

establishment of criteria that \vere at best rudimentary.

Further research

can develop a methodology

for enquiry in this area and work toward.s the
establishment of .more exhaustive criteria. The whole question of consultation on goals could easily be explored by a questionnaire administered to
politicians and citizens in. order to obtain their thoughts on the following
questions:

Is winnipeg's Downtown in generally poor cond.ition in the
of the people rvho live and work there?

eyes

Is redeveì.opment of the Dorvntown a priority of governmental
involvement?
'What

kind of Downtown do people want?

Is commercial development and a prolific skyline a shared goal?

Finally, consideration should be given for the planning of a new
community or a "city within a city" as the Downtown 'Winnipe_gp1an
r:efers
to it' Such a research effort would plan comprehensively and integrate
a
variety of goals: low cost housing, commercial d.evelopment, and recreational

facilities.

The focus of the stud.y would be on improving the quality of life
through an improved environment as opposed t'o the Downtown 'Winnipeg plan,s
focus on commercial development. This past summer the author has been

involved in research on ne"v community planning ancl there appear to be
implications from this work that can be applied to the above objective of

social planning perspective for planning for the Downtow,-.r32

a
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